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DEAR FELLOW WATCH CONNOISSEURS:
Welcome to Issue No. 5
In each of our preceding issues of Lettres du Brassus the
subject of our feature article has related to contemporary
Blancpain. In this Issue we break from that pattern to look
back at our history. We are fortunate that Jean-Jacques
Fiechter, the Blancpain CEO from 1950-1980 was able to
meet with me to share his rich knowledge of our history.
After spending many hours with him, enthralled by details
of our patrimony gleaned both from his personal experience and from his careful historical
research, it became clear that we must share what we learned with our Blancpain connoisseurs.
Thus, we are delighted to present the History of Blancpain as our lead article in this Issue
along with many other interesting and entertaining articles.

I hope you enjoy Issue 5.

Marc A. Hayek
President and CEO Blancpain
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t is with some trepidation that one opens

notions of learning from the past, safe in

Our tale begins with a school teacher

a topic with as leaden a title as the

George Bernard Shaw’s counsel that “we

turned watchmaker, Jehan-Jacques Blancpain

“History of Blancpain”, or the history of any-

learn from history that man can never learn

in the Jura village of Villeret. The founding

thing else for that matter. If what is pro-

was by today’s standards modest. The work-

duced does not rival the “Rise and Fall of the

shop was located on the second story of

Roman Empire” in its panorama, then per-

Jehan-Jacques’ farmhouse; the inhabitants

haps the exercise might be seen as some-

of the first floor were horses and cattle.

what of a trivial pursuit.

Remarkably, the building constructed in

Happily paths have been blazed to lighten

1636, and originally purposed as a mail relay

the burden. As long as we don’t try to do

station, still stands today. Jehan-Jacques’

too much with it, not to gloat, not to

house strategically brought three professions

preach, not to extract lessons for the future,

into convenient proximity – animal breeding

the exploration can be made what it should

from history” and simply enjoy this history

below, watches above – and the school just

be, entertaining. After all Oscar Wilde was

as a casual tourist; on an adventure into

50 metres down the road. It seems reason-

not too far off the mark when he said that

both different times and places taking in

ably clear, however, that Jehan-Jacques

“History is merely gossip”. So put aside

stories and tales.

considered himself first and foremost a

THE HISTORY
VILLERET CIRCA 2008. ABOVE, THE FORMER BLANCPAIN FAMILY HOME.
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OF BLANCPAIN
BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON
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watchmaker, registering that profession on

To identify himself as a watchmaker as of

plates and bridges, fashioning

the village rolls. This is indeed fortunate

that date, he must have been practising the

the wheels and pinions, regu-

since it is unlikely that he would be celebrated

craft for some period before.

lation of the time-keeping
and encasement of the

more than 270 years later had his cattle

Blancpain fairly lays claim to being the old-

monopolised his fancy. Later, Jehan-Jacques

est watch company in the world, because

movements. Women were

would add a fourth profession to his resume,

although Jehan-Jacques was not the first

the finishing specialists –

serving as mayor of the commune.

watchmaker in the world, for that one must

polishing and decorating

There is somewhat of a confession to be

go back hundreds of years earlier, the brand

components.

made at this point. Since the early 1980s

he pioneered has been continuously active

The Blancpain watch-

Blancpain has frequently honored its found-

since at least 1735 through to today.

making family circle soon

ing by Jehan-Jacques Blancpain as of 1735,

Although our history has a long distance to

came to include many.

as indeed it should, because that well estab-

traverse before reaching the 1980s, it is well

Jehan-Jacques’ son, Isaac,

lishes that Blancpain is the oldest watch

at this juncture to correct the record a sec-

followed in his father’s

company in the world. However, in celebrat-

ond time. In the 1980s, several story variants

footsteps both as a watch-

ing its pedigree and paying homage to

were floated – that Blancpain had gone out

maker and a school teacher,

Jehan-Jacques, a portrait of a distinguished-

of existence, that Blancpain had been in

joining with uncles and aunts,

looking bearded gentlemen has been held

bankruptcy, that Blancpain had ceased oper-

also watchmakers.

out as his. Indeed that portrait is of a Blanc-

ations – to embellish a portrayal of rebirth

pain family member, just not Jehan-Jacques;

during that decade. In fact, none of these

custom which considered labelling

it is of Frédéric-Emile Blancpain who lived

stories was true. As our tale unfolds we will

watches with a name to be both vain and

fully a century and half later. There is some

see continuity in one form or another from

unbecomingly commercial, preferring in-

relief in the discovery of this error, because,

the official recording of Jehan-Jacques

stead to sell their wares absent a trademark.

without the correction, the subject of the

Blancpain as a watchmaker in 1735 through

This discretion in their method of selling

painting would have been one of history’s

to the present day. Jehan-Jacques, thus, was

deprives us of virtually all evidence of their

most avant-garde dressers, wearing clothes

the founder of what is now the world’s old-

early work. The sole remaining trace of the

not destined to appear until more than 100

est watch company.

Blancpain family’s pre-1800 efforts which

years later.

The Blancpains adhered to Villeret

We can safely surmise that Jehan-Jacques

has been located is a Louis XVI inner watch

The 1735 date merits examination as well.

Blancpain approached his craft in similar

back signed “Blancpain et fils”. Notwith-

It is almost certainly the case that Jehan-

fashion as his compatriots in the Villeret

standing this absence today of signed pieces

Jacques began watchmaking before 1735.

commune, that is to say as a family enter-

from this epoch, it is known that David-Louis

The citation to the 1735 date is grounded

prise. It was the custom of the time for both

Blancpain (1765-1816), grandson of Jehan-

upon Jehan-Jacques recordation of his occu-

husbands and wives to work together to

Jacques, cast his sights beyond the borders

pation as “horloger” on an official property

produce watches. Generally the men devot-

of Switzerland, travelling to European com-

registry for the Villeret commune that year.

ed themselves to cutting and forming the

mercial centres selling Blancpain family

VILLERET CIRCA 1850.
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Cylinder escapement
Blancpain pocket watch.

JEHAN-JACQUES BLANCPAIN’S ORIGINAL WORKSHOP (”THE FARM“).
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watches featuring a “roue de rencontre” escapement. Each year until

LO

Villeret’s annexation by France in
1798, a member of the family was

CT

charged with making the selling trip.
The ensuing intervention of the

NU

Napoleonic wars wreaked havoc on the
family business. Although the Blancpains
were able to maintain a degree of continuity
during the wars, the young men of the family became military conscripts, including
Frédéric-Louis Blancpain who was later to
Above, Blancpain Rolls
movement; below, Blancpain
Ladybird movement.

increase vastly the size of the watchmaking
business and Henri Blancpain, a voluntary
enlistee. A list of conscripts from 1806
shows both how vital watchmaking
was to the economy of Villeret and
how deeply the war reached into
it. Of 78 draftees that year,
46 were watchmakers and 5
engravers compared to but 8
farmers and 8 bookkeepers.
Upon his return from the
Napoleonic conflicts in 1815,
Frédéric-Louis Blancpain utterly transformed the work of the
atelier. The form of escapement was modernised from
the roue de rencontre to
the échappement à cylindre.
Establishing a theme that endures
today, nearly two centuries later,
Frédéric-Louis developed ultra flat movements for his Lépine style watches (Lépine

THE BLANCPAIN VILLERET WORKSHOPS CIRCA 1920.

UT
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try in its rejection of production line methods,

took its toll on Villeret’s watch industry. Of

withDOLOR
small seconds
in line
at 6 o’clock
favouring instead hand assembly of watches
REM o’clock
IPSUM
SIT
AMET,
CONSE

the 20 companies which existed when Jules-

pocket watches feature the crown at 12

from beginning to end by a single watch-

Emile and Paul-Alcide Blancpain took over

ETUER
ADIPISCING
ELIT,
SED
however,
was done with
a key).
He DIAMNO
was a maker, or as modern Blancpain terms it “an

the business, only three others apart from

– during this time at Blancpain, winding,
production innovator, as well, introducing

individual watchmaker working on a watch

UMMYseries
NIBH
EUISMOD
TINCIDUNT from A to Z”.
methods
in the workshop.

Blancpain were to survive through to the
very early 1900s.

Not only was Emile prolific as a watch-

Blancpain’s formula for prospering during

TLAORET
DOLORE
ALIQUA.
Louis who,
for reasons MAGNA
of failing health,
was maker, he was prolific as a father. His five

this washout of the industry was Jules-Emile’s

Sadly the war had taken a toll on Frédéricforced in 1830 to turn over the business to his

sons and three daughters all followed in his

decision to specialise in high end watches

son, Frédéric-Emile, but 19 years old. De-

footsteps as horlogers. Upon his untimely

featuring lever escapements. Following the

marking the change in generations, Frédéric-

death in 1857 at the age of 46, three of his

departure of his brother Paul-Alcide, who left

Emile dropped the name Frédéric from the

sons, Jules-Emile, Nestor and Paul-Alcide,

to pursue a career of all things brewing beer

business, adopting the moniker Fabrique

took the reins of the Blancpain enterprise.

in Fribourg, Jules-Emile, now joined by his

d’horlogerie Emile Blancpain. Benefiting from

Later, in 1865, Jules-Emile and Paul-

son, Frédéric-Emile (not to be confused by his

the experience of his father, who despite his

Alcide, fully preserving the business, re-

grandfather who bore the same name), con-

health worked alongside his son for 13 more

incorporated together. They were to preside

tinued the pursuit of modernity. Directly in

years, Emile achieved remarkable success,

over a period of enormous technical change

front of the original Jehan-Jacques farm-

building the business into the largest and

and competitive pressure. On the technical

house, Blancpain constructed a new two-

most prosperous in Villeret. Not only did he

side, winding by means of a key fell to the

storey factory which for the first time em-

introduce the lever escapement – the design

wayside, replaced by the more modern

ployed water power from the bordering Suze

used today in almost all mechanical Swiss

method of keyless works enabling both

river to generate electricity.

watches – and stake out a speciality in

winding and time setting by means of the

Frédéric-Emile Blancpain’s career was to

women’s watches which was to distinguish

crown. But it was the brutality of the busi-

endure until 1932. For his later years, he was

Blancpain for more than a century, Emile

ness environment that raised the sternest

joined in 1915 by Betty Fiechter who assist-

made enormous strides in the production

challenges. In 1860 the average price of a

ed in running the business. Over the period

methods. He increased output from the

silver men’s watch with a cylinder escape-

1915-1928, Frédéric-Emile trained Betty,

workshops fully tenfold by development of a

ment was 50 francs; in the ensuing 40 years

allowing her to become the director of the

modern assembly line, which divided tasks of

that price was to fall by a factor of 5 to but

factory overseeing all of the production for

the watchmakers into particular elements of

10 francs. Even though it is certain that this

Blancpain. Revealing of his embrace of tech-

the watches. There is somewhat of an irony in

observation will elicit no sympathy whatso-

nology and his progressive approach to man-

this advance by Emile, since 150 years later,

ever from anyone remotely connected with

agement, was Frédéric-Emile’s use of the

the modern Blancpain retreated to the tradi-

today’s electronics industry where prices for

then remarkable invention, the Dictaphone.

tions of the past well pre-dating Emile and

storage or computing power may fall a hun-

Preferring to spend his time in Lausanne

distinguished itself from the rest of the indus-

dred fold in but five years, this price collapse

rather than Villeret, he was given to dictat-

JULES-EMILE BLANCPAIN.

FREDERIC-EMILE
XY BLANCPAIN BLANCPAIN.
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ing his thoughts onto the wax rolls of the

wristwatch propelled the watch to the star-

Owing to an oddity of Swiss law, this name

machine and, depositing the rolls in the

ring position at that year’s Basel fair, the

change was not optional. With no member

mail, trusting his orders would be carried

innovations did not stop there. To fight dust,

of the Blancpain family remaining associated

out. Had he lived 70 years later, it is clear

a brutal wristwatch enemy before modern

with the business, the new owners were

that Frédéric-Emile would have been in the

seals were developed, the crown was

required to alter the official business name

forefront as a Blackberry addict (now affec-

removed and the watch featured a system

(the gymnastics provoked by this regulation

tionately known as “Crackberry”).

for setting the time by rotating the bezel.

have, over time, led to bizarre solutions with

Relying on the stream of wax rolls running

Frédéric-Emile’s second foray into auto-

one famous Geneva watch company search-

between Lausanne and Villeret and reposing

matic winding came a few years later in 1930

ing for and hiring a person “with the right

full confidence in Betty Fiechter’s talents as a

with the introduction of the Rolls women’s

last name” in order to continue their hyphen-

manager, Frédéric-Emile devoted himself to

watch. Again working in collaboration with

ated trademark).

both expansion of Blancpain’s markets and

outsiders, Blancpain perfected a scheme for

There is a touching letter marking the trans-

the design of record-breaking movements.

automatically winding ladies watches which

fer of Blancpain after 200 years within the

For the first time, Blancpain looked across

were far too diminutive to accommodate a

founding family to Betty Fiechter. Frédéric-

the Atlantic, sending its marketing director,

rotor. Here the ingenious solution was to

Emile’s daughter, Nellie wrote to Betty:

André Léal, over to the United States.

place the entire movement into a carriage

“The end of Villeret for Papa brings real sad-

On the movement side, Frédéric-Emile was

that would allow it to slide back and forth,

ness, but I can assure you that the only solu-

particularly fascinated by the challenges

thereby recharging the mainspring. To facili-

tion which can truly ease my sadness is your

of automatic winding. In the mid-1920s he

tate the sliding, the watch was fitted with

taking over of the manufacture together

made the acquaintance of a British watch-

ball bearings between the movement and its

with Mr. Leal. Thanks to this fortunate solu-

maker, John Harwood who had been work-

carriage. Again a world first was won as the

tion I can see that the traditions of our

ing on bringing an automatic winding sys-

Rolls, a name invented by Blancpain for sell-

precious past will be followed and respected

tem, then solely existing in pocket watches,

ing the watch, earned its place as the first

in every way.

into the world of wristwatches. Working

automatic winding wristwatch for women.

You were for Papa a rare and dear collab-

together and utilising as a starting point one

Frédéric-Emile’s string of successes came to

orator. One more time let me thank you for

of Blancpain’s base calibres, Harwood and

a tragic close with his sudden death in 1932.

your great and lasting tenderness which

Blancpain succeeded in 1926 in producing the

Lost at the same time was the Blancpain fam-

I embrace and carry with me in my heart.”

world’s first automatic winding wristwatch.

ily name, as he left no male heirs. There were

The early days were not easy for Betty

Amazing for its time, the Blancpain Harwood

however capable hands to take over the

Fiechter. The Great Depression walloped the

watch placed a thick winding rotor off the

Blancpain enterprise, those of Betty Fiechter,

entirety of the Swiss watch industry, causing

end of the movement, allowing it to move

who, together with the Blancpain sales direc-

widespread business failures and producing

back and forth in its channel over a 180

tor André Leal, purchased the business in

massive unemployment. Blancpain’s solution

degree arc. Although the achievement of the

June 1933, renaming it Rayville-Blancpain,

was to seek refuge in the American market,

world’s first automatic winding system for a

Rayville being a phonetic anagram of Villeret.

which by the mid-30s was in sounder condi-

BETTY FIECHTER, PRESIDENT BLANCPAIN 1932-1950.

VILLERET 1961.
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Fashion for its period. The
Blancpain Ladybird.

THE RAYVILLE WORKSHOP IN VILLERET CIRCA 1963.

JEAN-JACQUES FIECHTER.
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tion than prevailed in Europe. The opening

tition by quartz watches, the melting of the

which Fiechter found was as a movement

dollar against the Swiss franc (sending the

supplier. Over time, Blancpain became a prin-

prices of Swiss watches in the most impor-

cipal supplier of Gruen, Elgin and Hamilton.

tant market to unprecedented levels), the oil

A further blow came with the disappear-

crisis and a global recession. In combination

ance of Fiechter’s co-owner, André Léal, on

these market forces plunged the production

the eve of WWII.

of SSIH in 1979 to less than half of what it
had been before, generating huge losses and

D

precipitating a crisis with their banks.

succeeded enormously. Joined in 1950

SSIH’s response to this pressure saw both

by her nephew Jean-Jacques Fiechter the

arrivals and departures in the early 80s.

Blancpain business became a powerhouse,

Arriving in 1980 was the engineer Nicolas

both in respect of watches sold under the

Hayek who later came to found the Swatch

Blancpain name and as a movement manu-

Group under whose ownership Blancpain

facturer. Their string of triumphs included

now flourishes. Desperate to generate cash

the Fifty Fathoms, the world’s first modern

in all ways, SSIH turned to selling its patri-

diving watch which debuted in 1953 (see

mony. First on the block was the movement

Issue 3 of “Lettres” for the comprehensive

manufacturer Lemania (today Lemania, now

history of how Jean-Jacques Fiechter devel-

merged into Breguet, is part of the Swatch

oped this iconic watch in collaboration with

Group aside Blancpain). Next was the name

the French combat divers and presided over

Blancpain which was sold to a partnership of

not only its widespread adoption by navies

movement manufacturer Frédéric Piguet, led

around the world, but its use by Jacques

by Jacques Piguet, and Jean-Claude Biver,

Cousteau and his team) and the Ladybird

then an employee of SSIH. Only the name

women’s watch appearing in 1956 and fea-

Blancpain was sold by SSIH; the assets of

turing what was then the world’s smallest

Rayville-Blancpain, that is to say its move-

round movement. On the back of these

ment manufacturing facilities and equip-

milestones, the Fiechters guided Blancpain

ment, remained fully in operation continu-

to a production level of over 100,000 watch-

ously through the time of the sale.

espite these challenges, Betty Fiechter

The Blancpain Rolls.

es per year by 1959.

The Blancpain Harwood.

JEAN-CLAUDE BIVER, BLANCPAIN CEO 1982-2002.

Together Jean-Claude Biver and Jacques

As Rayville-Blancpain grew it became

Piguet opened a new chapter in the two and

increasingly apparent that the Fiechters

a half centuries’ old history of Blancpain.

needed additional resources to expand pro-

They transformed Blancpain from a company

duction to the level of demand. Betty Fiechter

that had hidden much of its savoir faire by

found the solution in 1961 via a merger into

emphasising the production of high quality

Société Suisse pour l’Industrie Horlogère

movements which would be sold under the

(SSIH). Joined into SSIH were Rayville-Blanc-

names of others and letting sales of watches

pain, Omega, Tissot and Lemania. Rayville-

under its own name dwindle to but a few

Blancpain became one of the production

thousand pieces a year, to one which would

bulwarks of the group, building new facilities

keep its creations and inventions for itself.

and soaring its production to over 220,000

The chronicle of the remarkable string of

pieces by 1971.

world first accomplishments running through

The Fiechter legacy fell solely into Jean-

to today is now memorialised in the Tradition

Jacques’ hands following Betty’s death in

of Innovation section of Blancpain’s catalogue.

1971. Jean-Jacques would soon be sorely
tested by what some in the industry called
the perfect storm of the mid-70s which
brought together the introduction of compe-

Read our catalogue online:
www.blancpain.ch/e/downloads/catalogues
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1953 The original Fifty Fathoms.

THE MANUFACTURE IN LE BRASSUS.

MARC A. HAYEK, CEO BLANCPAIN SINCE 2002.
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e are now on a quest that will take us off the beaten track, in search of the elusive
perfect guitar-tree. Before starting we had to find Lorenzo Pellegrini, our guide. In

fact he’s more than a guide, because they don’t make them like him anymore. Out of 10 or
15 thousand spruce trees, he can find the one you can make a musical instrument from. This
gift makes him essential to makers of stringed instruments.
We had arranged to meet up with him somewhere in the Risoud forest above Le Brassus.
“Not far from the Bambi hut,” we were told. But this enchanted forest of the Jura is so
dense and so wide …
“Lorenzo!”
“Lorenzo, where are you?”

BY DIDIER SCHMUTZ
PHOTOGRAPHS ANNE-LISE VULLIOUD

LORENZO, A GATHERER OF PRECIOUS WOOD
IN THE RISOUD FOREST; JEANMICHEL CAPT,
A GUITAR-MAKER IN LE BRASSUS: THESE ARE
THE HEROES OF AN UNUSUAL TALE.

LORENZO, THE
LAST GARDENER
OF THE RISOUD

ART

DE

VIVRE

THE FORESTER WE SEEK WORKS ALONE, MAKING HIM
ALL THE MORE DIFFICULT TO FIND. HERE HE IS. A FEW BEADS
OF SWEAT TRICKLE ABOVE HIS AMAZING BLUE GAZE.
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Nothing. Only a faint rustle of branches in
the breeze breaks the silence. Here and
there, beneath a root or near a venerable
moss-grown trunk, we find some sign of our
man, as if he were leading us on a trail. We
zigzag onwards – his black felt hat, with a
hole in it. Further on, rainwear that has evidently weathered many a storm. Then a ladder against a fir tree and some tools. Banal
they might seem, but these are valuable,
almost reassuring clues. Since his retirement,
the forester we seek has worked alone,
making him all the more difficult to find.
“Maybe we should look upwards,” suggests Céline, manager and co-founder of
JMC Lutherie SA. “If he’s not on the ground,
he must be in a tree.”
It makes me wonder. Are we looking for a
squirrel?
“Ahoy, Lorenzo! Where are you?”
The uncertain sound of a chainsaw from
the distant undergrowth is the only indication
that Lorenzo is out there, somewhere. We at
least have a vague direction, without which
we would likely never get out of this maze of
trees. Quite a few wanderers get lost in the
Risoud forest. Leading the way, Céline tells
stories of witches and deadly nightshade, the
hallucinogenic plant with which they sought
to alleviate their sad existence. There are
many strange stories in the Risoud forest.
We follow vague tracks until cut foliage
litters the ground. The undergrowth is being
cleared; Lorenzo can’t be far.
Here he is, bent under the burden of a life
of labour and the contemplation of simple
things. A few beads of sweat trickle above
an amazing blue gaze. I’m immediately
struck by how man imitates nature. He’s
nothing like a squirrel but every inch a man
of the forest. No wonder he’s difficult to see.
He is now 78 years old.
Lorenzo first saw the light of day in a small
village in Italy’s Bergamo province. He retains
the accent of his country and the memories
of a childhood as harsh as the surrounding
mountains.

ART

DE

VIVRE

“When I was seven I was sent away as a
servant to look after the livestock. We had
enough countryside to live in, but there were
11 of us kids so … no school. Times were
hard, make no mistake! We were always in
the forest, looking for wood to make equipment: tools, panniers, stalls for the cattle,
roofing shingles, household furniture –
everything was made of wood. In autumn
we gathered leaves to make winter bedding
for the animals. The forest provided everything, and we made everything by hand.”
After many adventures through the Italian
forests of the Abruzzi – home to wolves and
bears – and the French forests of the Vosges
and the Landes, he ended up in the Joux
Valley. He’s evidently found his heaven-onearth in the Risoud forest.
“Do you see that little spruce there?” he
asks.
No, I don’t see it. It’s hidden by bracken
twice its height. I could easily have trodden
it flat. Not Lorenzo, despite his heavy boots,
he moves like a cat, careful of the smallest
shoot. He knows every corner of his forest,
finds the small firs and makes them a bed in
which to grow. The forest is his garden.
It takes time to grow into a resonance
spruce. The ones under Lorenzo’s protection
and care today will be felled in three or four
hundred years. The value of the wood from
the Risoud forest is its slow growth in a
harsh climate. Holding back its resources
because of the long, bitter winters, the trees
have a growing season of only two or three
months. This summer, our infant tree has
grown three centimetres. The same species
on the lowland plains would have put on 60
centimetres or more. The difference is apparent in the grain of the wood. The most
patient of the Risoud spruces end up in the
skilled hands of the violin-maker.
Lorenzo caresses his trees; he measures
them with his arms. He knows more than
anyone about their essential ecological function. So his voice sometimes turns sad, and
it’s not without asperity that he rails against
those who “no longer understand the for-
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IT TAKES TIME TO GROW INTO A RESONANCE SPRUCE. THE ONES
UNDER LORENZO’S PROTECTION AND CARE TODAY WILL BE FELLED IN
THREE OR FOUR HUNDRED YEARS. HE DOESN’T TOUCH THE TREES,
HE CARESSES THEM. HE DOESN’T MEASURE THEM, HE EMBRACES THEM.

est, and have lost all respect for their sur-

From one tree to the next, from mountain

the forest, especially the Risoud. It’s a unique

roundings.” Surroundings – a quaint word

ash to maple, and from anecdote to anec-

forest, for the resonance of its trees is

for “environment”, but it brings it down to

dote through heliophagic undergrowth, we

sought after by musical-instrument makers

a human scale.

finally arrive at the guitar tree – the perfect

all over the world. To qualify, the spruce

As we play havoc with the balance of

spruce that will be felled during the waning

should not twist, as most trees do, either to

nature in our headlong rush for maximum

moon in November when the sap is dor-

the right or to the left (known as tzenotze in

yield, there are some fundamentals that are

mant. “For us instrument-makers, there are

dialect). Whether left- or right-handed, they

worth recalling. And this is what Lorenzo is

hardly a couple of days in a year that are

cannot qualify for the instrument-maker.

simply doing. With his innate ecological

right for cutting down the tree,” Céline

This is where the expert eye, that can look

sense, he’s justifiably worried about our fu-

explains. She mentions the word “rite”,

into the heart of a tree, becomes indispensa-

ture. “If something could be done to avoid

leaving the nature of the ceremony to our

ble. By studying the attitude of the spruce,

this destruction, but, the way things are

imaginations.

its shape and presence and by looking at the

nowadays … Look there! No, it’s not the or-

Meanwhile, there it stands in front of us –

development of its radicles, Lorenzo goes

dinary spruce but a white fir. It’s a lightning

mighty, elegant and as straight as a soldier.

back into the life of the tree, and finally pro-

conductor because it’s so full of moisture,

Majestic’s the word. If the lion’s the king of

nounces whether its wood has the makings

unlike the spruce.”

the jungle, the resonance spruce reigns over

of a musical instrument.
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We followed Lorenzo so he could take us

by the yield quotas imposed upon them.

noble art of making stringed instruments,

to the guitar tree, which by virtue of its res-

They work to produce and are no longer in

Jeanmichel taught manual crafts in a school

onant qualities leads us to the workshop of

step with the growth of the area, and with-

on the shores of Lake Geneva. His first gui-

Jeanmichel Capt.

out any feeling for the spruce. It’s depressing

tar dates from then, an electric guitar carved

The instrument-maker starts with some

to think about it, but I’m convinced that the

from the wood of a school desk. “I was sur-

kind words about the old forester. The two

values so dear to our gardener in the Risoud

prised by the result and even pleased that I

form a pair, sharing the same enthusiasms,

forest will come back.”

managed to make something without any

each in his own way. Both are moulded from
nature with the same outlook on life. What

previous knowledge,” he recalls. His second

FROM FOREST TO WORKSHOP

he says sounds like a warning: “Those trees

effort, an acoustic guitar, was less glorious.
“I remember I really made a mess of it; at

are only there because people like Lorenzo

“I deliberately chose not to learn from

that time I didn’t know that resonance wood

are there. I’m not sure that in the future

books. I’m more in favour of empirical

even existed.” Such early failures were small

we’ll still be able to find good musical-instru-

research. It gives you a greater chance of

matter in the eyes of the guitar-maker of

ment wood. To select it you have to be sen-

being innovative if you’re inspired by what I

Le Brassus, for whom such obstacles are

sitive to many other things and go beyond

might call the lessons of discovery. Besides,

there to be overcome in the momentum of

material considerations. Lorenzo is the for-

I’ve never been a good pupil because I had

progress; they are part of the “lessons of dis-

est, living in its vibe. He sees everything

difficulty in absorbing what had already

covery”. Perhaps they are indeed the driving

down to the youngest, most vulnerable

been pre-digested in a learning method

force since, in step with ongoing experiences

shoots. He takes good care of them, which

opposite to mine: that of master and pupil,

and improvements, Jeanmichel has perfect-

is why he’s the forest’s gardener. Maybe the

which distances us from real life.”

ed his art to the point of becoming a truly

last. The Risoud foresters would love to fol-

It is no coincidence that his words carry a

masterful craftsman. According to many

low in his path, but they can’t. They’re torn

didactic resonance. Before taking up the

specialists, his guitars are among the finest
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in the world thanks to the intense presence,

fect; he had to bring something new in

the warmth and the fullness of their sound,

order to advance the discipline of sound and

as well as through a kind of ergonomic ele-

harmonies.

gance verging on perfection.

OUR WOODS ARE NO LESS
ATTRACTIVE THAN THE MOST
VALUABLE EXOTIC WOOD.

Thus was created the Soundboard, crafted

Being self-taught with no frame of refer-

from Risoud spruce. In solidarity with the

ence needs a lot of perseverance. Never give

values shared by the guitar-maker and the

up, keep working at it, try and try again –

forester, the workshops promote the merits

these are some of the principles that con-

of the local wood. “We want to give up

verted the former teacher into a maker of

using exotic woods that are the result of sys-

musical instruments.

tematic deforestation. Our woods are no less

Jeanmichel took a major step in 2004

attractive than the most valuable exotic

when he went into partnership with Céline

wood. There’s no need to look elsewhere

Renaud and registered JMC Guitars as

for what we have at hand.” Céline and

a trademark. School was now over and he

Jeanmichel agree how pleasant it is to realise

was going to live, and live off, his dream.

that happiness isn’t somewhere else.

The lessons of discovery would fully apply,

If that be true, Lorenzo might not, after

because as a craftsman it wasn’t enough just

all, be the last gardener of the Risoud forest.

to make musical instruments, however per-

I

INTEGRAL SOUND
For Jeanmichel Capt, sound is a global vibration and not only a harmony for the ear.
It might be a strange way of understanding sound, but it intrigued the instrument
maker, tickled his imagination and opened a line of research that ended in the Soundboard.
This sound-transmission enclosure reflects the sound of instruments and voices
through the resonance of spruce-wood, with a remarkable effect of presence.
Although the idea is simple, the JMC Soundboard is an alternative that produces a
complete sound. It generates an omnipresent sound so that the listener hears a sound
of great consistency from anywhere in the surrounding space.
Thus with the Soundboard, stereophonic becomes an irrelevant concept, because
the sound is in the environment. It creates all the dimensions of a harmony so the
listener feels wrapped in music. By thinking beyond sound as “directional” this enclosure is an ideal substitute for the conventional loudspeaker.
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A WORLD IN PICTURES
The pictures that illustrate the preceding pages are taken in part from a book entitled,
“Le cueilleur d’arbre.” Only in part because the remaining photographs in this magnificent report can
be found in the self-published book by the photographer from Le Brassus, Anne-Lise Vullioud.
Capt, who had just started a company called
JMC Lutherie SA. She had the opportunity
to begin this task with the most magical and
rarest moment: the picking of the single
tree. With Lorenzo (see pages 14 to 23).
Through some thirty pages of bright
images, the photographer immerses her
“readers” in the moment.
Thanks to a perfect mastery of light,
frames in which life in the forest is balanced,
and to the characters captured in the sensitivity of their specific actions – lumberjacks,
foresters, pickers, lute makers … they are all
nne-Lise Vullioud embarked upon her

A

making stringed instruments were coming

there. The series of photographs gives this

career path in a seemingly traditional

to see him. These trees always take me back

universe its inherent movements.

way: enrolling at the Ecole supérieure d’arts

home. When I’m feeling nostalgic, I long for

appliqués in Vevey and earning a CFC in

Le Risoud: the immense spruces, the sound

1989. Like a good native of Le Brassus, she

of the wind in the branches, the smells, the

began her career as a freelance photogra-

humus, the mushrooms – I need these vital

In 2006, in the midst of her work with JMC

pher taking full-size photographs for the

flashes.”

Guitars came a natural break, dictated by

watchmaking industry. Nothing extraordinary up to that point. In particular, there was

“RUSSIAN SALAD”

childhood memories.

THE NOSE IN LE RISOUD

nothing to satisfy a pronounced taste for

“The ticket counter at the Brassus train
station has been long gone. Going to buy

travel, not to mention her spirit of independ-

In order to breathe that air while devoting

tickets for the unknown at the Sentier-Orient

ence. She was feeling somewhat stifled on

herself more fully to her personal work,

station, that sounds a little exotic, don’t you

this well-worn path. Anne-Lise looked to

Anne-Lise set up a studio in her apartment in

think? ‘Vlladivostok’ means ‘Lord of the East’

other horizons. In 1996, she spent eleven

Le Brassus in 2004. That year, she also began

and that makes one dream, doesn’t it”?

months between India, Nepal and Tibet.

working with Céline Renaud and Jeanmichel

Writing these lines, she begins a railway jour-

Fascinated and eager to learn more about
this distant culture, she returned to Tibet
two years later and brought back a “Views
of the Himalayas” exhibition.
Here there are breathtaking summits that
stand thousands of kilometers away from
the crest of the Jura mountains. Curious
about the world and its people, Anne-Lise
has nonetheless not forgotten the importance of her origins and her roots.
“I was born in the Joux Valley. My grandfather was a forester. I remember that even
back then people interested in wood for
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IN THE WORKSHOP

LE CUEILLEUR D’ARBRE

farther? One by one, she ticked off the sta-

A change of atmosphere. A different décor.

Photographs by Anne-Lise Vullioud

tions: Moscow, Irkutsk, Sludyanka, Ulan-Ude,

But still the same look, accurate and precise,

Texts by Gil Pidoux

stringing together meetings, accumulating

as well as intimate. Anne-Lise Vullioud pos-

Format 23 cm x 23 cm

pictures. The end result: a new exhibition

sesses these qualities, which are absolutely

100 two-colour pictures,

curiously entitled “Russian Salad”. “Because

necessary when it comes to helping with the

120 pages

Russia, as I discovered it, is a whole mix of

birth of an instrument. In Jeanmichel Capt’s

Contact: al.vullioud@bluewin.ch

huge contrasts. You see remnants of ancient

workshop, the lights shine from within. The

eras (czarism, communism, etc.) alongside

images have been set to music.

ney because Le Brassus is the last stop and
she cannot believe it. How could she go

the present, with its Auchan stores, that

In a reversal that makes sense, the words

Muscovites are so proud of. In their eyes,

of author and poet Gil Pidoux illustrate the

these superstores are more important than

pictures. However, be careful not to reduce

the Red Square,” she explains.

them to simple, developed captions. They

That’s the end of the traveling intermis-

are an integral part of the symphony that is

sion. Back to the photographer, after follow-

offered to us by all the artisans of this book:

ing the peregrinations of a photographer

the tree gatherer, the luthier and the poet,

who weaves her life with threads from here

with photographer Anne-Lise Vuilloud con-

and elsewhere.

ducting the orchestra.
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F

or more than a century physicists have

Of course we bon vivants know that these

struggled to define the fundamental forces

studies of fundamental forces of the universe

of nature. At first they grappled with the

have for decades omitted at least two of the

effects of the gravitational force, magnetic

most important, primal and, indeed, irre-

force and electrical force. No less than Einstein

sistibly powerful forces which intrude upon

tried to meld them all together into a unified

and influence our lives. The first is the re-

field theory. Sadly he failed at that endeavour.

nowned “Hermes ties-gravy force”. This force

More modern physicists divide the universe’s

inextricably bound up into the silk fabric of

forces into two camps: the weak forces (gravi-

these expensive ties, is able to draw to it any

tational, magnetic and electrical) and strong

staining meat sauce during the first few days

forces (those that hold atoms together).

that the tie is worn. Nothing can stop it.

MEETING THE
IRRESISTIBLE FORCE
SAVING YOUR WATCH FROM THOSE ANNOYING BEZEL
SCRATCHES AND DENTS; HOW BLANCPAIN
PIONEERED THE DEVELOPMENT OF SAPPHIRE BEZELS.

BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON
PHOTOGRAPHS BY THIERRY PAREL
Cotes en mm
Tolérances en μ
Tol. générales: ±

20

Angles non tol.: ±

5°
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No force field can prevent it. Encasing the tie
in plastic while worn is both out of the question and only delays the effects of the force
until the first day the tie is worn without the
shield. Physicists are at a loss to explain this
force and you physics wags who want to say
this is just an example of “string theory” can
go to the back of the room. I am sad to
report there is little evidence that the white
coats are devoting themselves in any respect
to enlighten us as to its causes.
Instead the physicists at CERN
outside Geneva are far too
busy admiring their new
Hadron proton smasher,
and, according to news
reports, penning atomic
Tous nos droits sur ce document sont réservés. Ce dernier
est destiné au seul destinataire autorisée. Sans notre
autorisation écrite préalable, il ne peut être ni copié,
ni reproduit, ni communiqué à des tiers.

particle humour “A neutron
walks into a bar, orders a drink

BY FASHIONING THE BEZEL OUT OF SAPPHIRE,
SECOND ONLY TO DIAMOND ON THE MOHS SCALE,
BLANCPAIN HAS ENDOWED THE WATCH WITH
SUPERIOR ROBUSTNESS TO RESIST THE EFFECTS
OF EVERYDAY WEAR.

In 2008 Blancpain greatly expanded the colour palette of its
sapphire bezels that now span black, white and grey and which
offer a wide range of superluminova colours.
Cotes en mm
Tolérances en μ
Tol. générales: ±

20

Angles non tol.: ±

5°
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and asks ‘How much?’; the bartender replies
‘For you, no charge!’”; similarly the white
coats at SLAC in Palo Alto seem to be single
minded in their preoccupation with extending the length of their accelerator.
The second overlooked natural force phenomenon is the “new watch bezel hard
object attraction”. All new watch bezels are
endowed with this overpowering attraction
to desktops, door jambs, cooking pot handles, anything that promises to put that first
ding, scratch, rent, gouge, pock mark, nick,
scrape, abrasion into a beautiful new watch.
It can’t be prevented. So unavoidable is this
primal force that watch aficionados have
long since given in to double speak to deal
with it. Dancing around the effects of the
force, rather than use the terribly indecorous
word ”scratch” to describe the condition of
their bezels, they politely refer to its “patina”.
Patina or not, the academics frittering and
obsessing about things like cold fusion and
recreating black holes with their new proton
accelerator toys, let us down. This leaves the
watch bezel force unexplained and unex-

plored, and in undiluted sway over our lives

The German mineralogist Friedrich Mohs

(and watches). So where does one turn for

in 1812 developed a scale, now bearing his

help? Or as Dan Ackroyd would say “Who

name, of mineral hardness which measures

you gonna call?”

scratch resistance. The hardest material is,

Well, Blancpain for one. Blancpain has

of course, diamond which is rated 10 on

developed a solution to the watch bezel force

the Mohs scale. Next in line, at 9 is corun-

which requires no spoken sleight of hand.

dum, which is a generic name for sapphire.

The secret is not to defuse or cancel the force,

By fashioning the bezel out of sapphire,

that remains beyond the grasp of watch com-

second only to diamond on the Mohs

panies as well as the scientific savants. Instead

scale, Blancpain has endowed the watch

it is to make the watch bezel resistant to the

with superior robustness to resist the

inevitable collisions with scratch, ding,

effects of the collisions which everyday

dent, scrape producing objects. For this,

wear produces.

Blancpain has been a pioneer in the

As straightforward as it sounds – simply

development of sapphire as a bezel

manufacture the bezel out of sapphire –

material.

fully two years of development work were

TIME
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Left, the sapphire crystal of the Fifty Fathoms which has the visual
feel of the mineral glass crystal of the 1950s models. Right, the rose
gold, grey bezel of the Fifty Fathoms Chronograph ref 5085F-3634-52
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required before Blancpain in 2003 could

original 1953 piece, which was not flat but

lowed to find a sealing material to protect

introduce the world’s first wristwatch with a

bombée, originally done to enhance its ability

the bottom surface but not harm or alter

sapphire bezel with luminova markings in the

to resist water pressure during deep dives. So

the colour of the laquer or markings.

50th Anniversary Edition of the Fifty Fathoms.

the bezel project and crystal project became

Months of trial and error and testing were

Blancpain did not imagine the project simply

joined as Blancpain undertook to recreate the

devoted to finding the right sealant.

as one to adapt a scratch resistant material

spirit of the past with modern sapphire tech-

for the Fifty Fathoms bezel. Instead the task

nology.

Attention then shifted to the shape of
the sapphire ring. A flat top surface was

was far more demanding. It wanted to cap-

There were multiple challenges which had

the norm for other diving watches in the

ture all of the allure and design of the icon-

to be confronted to make the world’s first

industry. Those that were formed with

ic Fifty Fathoms which first debuted in 1953,

sapphire bezel with super luminova a reality.

some degree of curvature bore markings

but realised with modern and innovative

First was developing a process to imbue the

that were essentially on the curved sur-

materials. Thus it would not be enough to

bezel with colour and provide for the lumi-

face. In both of these instances there was

simply place a sapphire ring on the bezel and

nova markings. The ingenious solution was

little visual interest in the bezel beyond the

declare the job done. The resulting bezel had

to apply layers of lacquer to the flat bottom

colour and markings themselves. But with

to capture the vintage look and feel of its

side of the sapphire bezel ring and therefol-

the markings on the bottom surface of the

original ancestor which had a black colour

lowing to carve out all of the areas for the

sapphire ring, Blancpain had the opportu-

and luminous marking, both of which were

markings. Once sculpted out from the laquer

nity to endow the bezel with a visual

critical legibility elements for diving. Similarly

layers, super luminova could be applied, pro-

depth never before achieved. The sapphire

the crystal itself was made part of the project.

ducing luminous markings which would be

ring was seen as a form of lens which,

Unlike bezels, sapphire crystals were not only

visible from the top surface.

with the proper degree of top surface

common in the industry, they had become

With both laquer colour now applied and

rounding, could bring both life and a

the norm. But the crystal for the Anniversary

luminous markings achieved, we are still far

minor degree of magnification to the

Fifty Fathoms had to achieve the look of the

from a finished bezel. Extensive work fol-

markings underneath.
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Again trial and error was the order of

took the search for a suitable adhesive to

al ensemble with the crystal itself. The orig-

the day to determine final shape. Too

secure the sapphire ring into a metal chan-

inal Fifty Fathoms featured a mineral glass

much top surface rounding would pro-

nel which would house it. Because the Fifty

crystal which was both thick and rounded

duce great visual allure, but had the

Fathoms featured a rotating bezel (a diving

to withstand water pressure during dives. It

unfortunate side effect of distorting the

must), it would have a grip surface on its

was out of the question to turn the clock

markings underneath. Too little rounding

outside circumference to facilitate turning.

backwards and fashion the crystal for the

treatment and visual interest diminished.

Both strength and suppleness were identified

new watch out of scratch prone mineral

After dozens and dozens of experiments,

as requirements for the adhesive. Suppleness

glass. However, it was clear that the ori-

Blancpain arrived at the happy medium, a

was particularly vital as the adhesive would

ginal look had to be respected. Thus the

non-distorting subtle curvature which

need to compensate for temperature changes

new sapphire crystal would feature a

enhanced both the exterior shape of the

and the expansion and contraction of the

rounded top surface and a slight shoulder

watch and the markings underneath.

metal channel.

which captured the muscular ambiance of

Of course the sapphire bezel did not exist

the 1953 original. But the crystal, although

from completed. Next, Blancpain under-

in visual isolation. It truly was part of a visu-

rounded, was not to function as a lens, so

Tous nos droits sur ce document sont réservés. Ce dernier
est destiné au seul destinataire autorisée. Sans notre
autorisation écrite préalable, il ne peut être ni copié,
ni reproduit, ni communiqué à des tiers.

The development work was still far

The ensemble of bezel and crystal create the ambiance of the
historic Fifty Fathoms, but carried out in modern materials.
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Blancpain developed a shape which was

Collection, which features the Fifty Fathoms

But it is joined by both white and grey lac-

curved on both its exterior and interior sur-

line, Air Command (both introduced in

quer treatments. Similarly the choice of

faces – a contrast with the sapphire bezel

2007) and the Speed Command (introduced

luminova colours has broadened, offering

which although curved on the top surface

in 2008) were imagined that the sapphire

yellow, orange, gray and a unique black

was flat on the bottom.

bezel and curved sapphire crystal would be

hue that is nearly hidden in the daylight,

There were many reasons why the 2003

carried forward. Although the shape for the

but glows normally at night. For women’s

Anniversary Fifty Fathoms, released as three

new watches is the same as those for the

watches, the palette is broader still with

limited series of 50 each, sold out at once

2003 edition and the processes for produ-

both pastel pink and blue available. No

and became instantly collectible at premium

cing it are similar, with a few improvements

matter which colour is chosen, however,

prices. But certainly the vintage look

developed in the ensuing four years, the

the scratch resistance of sapphire remains

achieved with modern scratch resistant

new Sport Collection offered the opportu-

to meet that irresistible collision force.

sapphire technology would be at the top of

nity to expand the range of colour options.

most collector’s lists. It was, therefore, obvi-

There is now a rainbow of choice. Of course

ous that when the new Fifty Fathoms Sport

the black laquer colour remains a mainstay.
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CHAMPAGNE

Les Aventures Champagne aging in the Lenoble cellars.
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THE BLANCPAIN

WINE LETTER

BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON

W

hat if you have been an avid consumer? Loyal, dedicated, a repeater to the degree that if frequent flyer

points were awarded you would have diamond or platinum
status hands down. A start of every significant restaurant
meal with a purchase. Every meaningful holiday with a purchase. Every memorable event in life marked by a purchase.
Not a single celebration absent of a purchase.
That’s more than fidelity. Religious crusaders seldom rise to
this level of unswerving fervour.
But for many people that’s the place that champagne has
achieved. It is the unquestioned accompaniment for grand
meals, holidays, celebrations, weddings. And somewhat incongruously, even the baptismal liquid for locker room dousing by athletes who are likely to have not even a glimmer of
comprehension of just what champagne is, other than its fittingness to pour over the heads of their teammates.
Now a bit of freezing rain on this made in heaven partnership between the producers of champagne and their never
doubting customers. It is almost certainly the case that this
consuming ardour is accompanied without the slightest notion
of exactly what it is that is being purchased. Before sprinting
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Champagne vineyards near Damery.

grapes grown on each one? Can you devine

said for nearly all the other wine regions on

admittedly extreme observation, pause for a

the quality classification of each of those

earth. Details of grape and vineyard are at

moment. Certainly most drinkers of cham-

vineyards? Ah, perhaps that rush to fire off

the forefront when wines are evaluated and

pagne – leaving aside the gesticulating jocks

the irate letter might be slowed.

choices are made. What is wrapped up in all

to compose angry letters protesting this

shaking bottles and jiving around locker

Devotees of most wines can reel off this

of these details is the notion of terroir. A well

rooms after a World Cup or World Series

kind of detail. Burgundy fanatics happily

made wine will reflect, better said, will be

(but then they aren’t drinking the stuff any-

debate whether a particular producer’s Clos

imbued, with the flavours and nuances of its

way, merely bathing in it) – know that the

de Vougeot (from a grand cru vineyard, of

exact place of origin and of course its

bottle may be a Moët & Chandon, Veuve

course and made of 100 % pinot noir)

cepage (grapes).

Cliquot or perhaps even Taittinger Comte de

comes from the favoured upper slope near

So what is the exceptionalism that places

Champagne. But those are just brand

the Château or from the less-favoured rows

champagnes on a different footing from

names. Even though you can correctly

adjacent to the Route Nationale. Similarly

essentially all the other prestige wines in the

recount that it was favoured by Churchill,

Bordeaux drinkers know the Châteaux 1855

world, obscuring these details in the blazing

can you identify the particular grapes are

classifications (and the official 1973 amend-

glory of brand names? How is it that even

used in a bottle of Pol Roger? Yes, it is a

ment and the even the unofficial “Parker”

the most rabid wine connoisseurs who revel

cuvée prestige, but from which vineyards

amendments) and know the differences in

in their encyclopedic grasp of all of the

does that Gosset Celebris, Grande Dame or

grapes between the Médoc and the right

grape/vineyard pedigrees represented in

Dom Perignon originate? Can you name the

bank. Napa Valley cab drinkers know what

their cellars, simply glide by the vitals when

vineyards of Champagne and identify the

the Oakville bench is. And the same can be

it comes to their bottles of bubbly?
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y sheer dint of marketing moxie, the
grand champagne houses have tri-

umphed. They have made their names more
important than the grapes and vineyards.
Even wine guru Robert Parker, for all of his
ardent consumerist tendencies, leaves the
veil in place. What the large houses promote

CHAMPAGNE QUALITY AND CHARACTER

is their blend of wines from different parcels
and their ability to achieve a consistent char-

IS BOUND UP WITH

acter by adjusting the blend according to the
grapes at hand and the vintage. Not only

PARTICULARS OF VINEYARD AND GRAPE.

does terroir have no role to play, it is assiduously blended out of the resulting wine and
later hidden from the consumer.
“Lettres du Brassus” is going to illuminate
a path largely ignored in both the wine press
and trade, and look at champagne through
the same prism as other prestige wines,
where quality and character are inextricably
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bound up with the particulars of vineyard
and grape. We are going to examine what
the large houses hide, namely terroir. Although it is unlikely, at the conclusion of this
article, that this copy of “Lettres” will be
rolled up and placed in the back pockets of
millions of readers on wine buying expeditions in the way that the latest Parker news-

LE NOBLE IS PART OF A GROUP OF REBELS

letter is, hopefully, to at least some degree,
we will give a new perspective on cham-

CRAFTING DOMAIN WINES OF REAL CHARACTER,

pagne.
As the large houses are the architects of
the brand-before-vineyard/grape marketing
strategy, one must look to the boutique
champagne domains to find terroir. A superb
example of such a boutique house is that of
A. R. Lenoble located in the village of Damery.
The proprietor is Antoine Malassagne, whose
great grandfather, Armand Graser, a wine

View up to Montaigu from Le Vallon vineyard.

WORTHY OF EXTRA EFFORT TO SEEK OUT.
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broker from Alsace, came to the Champagne

entry of the fourth generation to run the

the other wines of France was not so wide

region and began making champagne in

family Champagne business.

after all. In common with other important

1915, adopting the name “A. R. Lenoble” in

The profound divide between Lenoble’s

growing regions, the vineyard villages were

1920. Among the holdings of the Graser

philosophy and the large houses became

ranked, placing at the top those with grand

family were grand cru vineyards in Chouilly.

vivid less than 15 minutes after sitting down

cru status, next premier cru, and last those

Antoine’s father, who married a Graser

with Antoine in his reception room in

simply anointed with the classification of

daughter, took over the business in 1973. So

Damery. Damery is a small village located

champagne. More or less, this mirrored the

effective is the obscuring of champagne

between the two large population poles in

classifications in Burgundy. But, sticking with

names, that reciting the name of the family’s

the champagne region, Reims and Épernay.

our burgundy comparison, the classifications

vineyards, which should provoke the same

Reaching into his desk he unfurled the vine-

were far more granular. Locals in Burgundy

excitement as, for example, noting a burgun-

yard classification list from the Comité

may urge that a given premier cru vineyard

dian’s residence in Vosne Romanee, invariably

Interprofessionnel du Vin de Champagne

is superior to another, as for example

generates not even an arched eyebrow, even

(the Champagne Professional Committee).

Puligny-Montrachet Les Pucelles being

for avid champagne devotees. Chouilly where

There listed, individually, were each of the

generally considered finer than Puligny-

the family’s vineyards were located is no less

vineyard villages for the entire appellation of

Montrachet Le Clavoillon; however their

than one of but nine grand cru chardonnay

champagne, which is to say, all of the

official classifications treat them equally. In

villages in the champagne appellation.

regions entitled to produce wine under that

contrast, for champagne, each vineyard vil-

Today, A. R. Lenoble is jointly managed by

name, and, most vitally, their ratings. The

lage was awarded a ranking on a 100 point

Antoine and his sister Anne, marking the

seeming chasm between champagne and

scale. Grand cru villages all were 100 points;

Lenoble’s cellars in Damery.
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Anne and Antoine Malassagne.

premier crus between 90-99 and cham-

rated at 95 points. The large houses with

walked the rows in Le Vallon a question

pagne between 80-89. Thus, on the official

their vast volumes are simply incapable of

immediately popped to mind. Since these

scale, a 99 point premier cru vineyard village

adhering to that lofty a standard.

are chardonnay grapes, the same as are

was well distinguished from one with merely
a 91 point ranking.

No matter how riveting this heretofore

used in burgundy, and planted in a grand

seemingly state-secret list may have been,

cru parcel, what would happen, if for exam-

More than that, the rankings were done

sitting in a reception room gaping at the

ple, one tried to fashion champagne out of

by grape. In champagne three grapes may

finely calibrated rankings was still not the

chardonnay grown in a burgundy grand cru

be used, chardonnay, pinot noir or meunier

optimal way to come to an understanding of

parcel such as Corton-Charlemagne? This

and, for at least chardonnay and pinot noir,

champagne terroir. Jumping into Antoine’s

did not provoke a smile. Antoine, fully

there are separate rankings of vineyards

car, it was time to traverse Épernay and head

expressing the same fondness for this idea

using the 100 point scale. Thus, Chouilly’s

to Chouilly. Lenoble’s two top cuvées, Les

as he would have had eating week old fish

grand cru rating is for only the chardonnay

Aventures and Le Gentilhomme both are

and setting a countenance pitying the pro-

list; a completely separate collection of vine-

made exclusively from grapes grown in

found lack of understanding embedded in

yards comprises the pinot noir list. There are

Chouilly. This means that both are 100%

the question, explained that great cham-

nine grand cru chardonnay villages, thirteen

grand cru champagne and both are 100%

pagne is dependent on layers of chalk and

for pinot noir. Meunier, never rises above the

chardonnay.

other minerals in the soil. They give an

First stop, one of Lenoble’s vineyards in

astringency to the wine which balances it.

All Lenoble champagnes are made with

Chouilly, Le Vallon. Le Gentilhomme is made

White burgundy grapes would be far too

either grand cru or premier cru grapes. In-

of grapes from Le Vallon and Les Cités,

rich and heavy ever to be considered for a

deed, the lowest ranked vineyard used is

another nearby parcel in Chouilly. As we

fine sparkling wine (of course it is that same

lowest level.
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weight and richness which is prized in great
white burgundies).
Dr. George Derbalian in one of the wine experts

Le Vallon and Les Cités may sit at the pin-

from Lettres du Brassus. Dr. Derbalian is the

nacle of the official rating system, both as

founder of Atherton Wine Imports located in

grand cru Chouilly vineyards, after all they

Northern California.

are full 100 point grand cru plots, but up the

Not only has he become one of the United

hill was something better still, Le Montaigu.

States’ premier importers of fine wines, but he

There, within sight, indeed within a moder-

has acquired a well-deserved reputation as one

ate stroll from Le Vallon, is found the Les

of the leading and most respected wine connois-

Aventures vineyard. “Mountain” is far too

seurs and expert tasters in the world.

strong a term to describe the elevated perch

Each year Dr. Derbalian travels the wine circuits

of Les Aventures; “knoll” serves better. But

of Europe and the United States meeting with

this knoll stitches together perfect exposure

producers, owners of the finest domains, chefs de

and an ideal combination of chalk and min-

chai, and other key figures in the world of wine.

erals making it a grand cru of grand crus.

Throughout the course of each year he tastes literally many thousands of current pro-

The official scale stops at 100 points, but Les

duction and vintage wines. In this Issue, Dr. Derbalian shares with us his discovery of

Aventures is finer. Only a handful of rows

the extraordinary champagnes of A. R. Lenoble.

constitutes the entirety of the vineyard,
which is a monopole, meaning that Lenoble
owns all of it.
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f you are looking for an emphatic expression

I

classic champagne practice, the famous

until ordered by the customer. Only then

of the gulf that exists between the large

méthode champenoise, Lenoble’s cham-

does the riddling process begin. This endows

houses and their culture of blending vineyards

pagnes are bottle aged with the wine on the

the Lenoble champagnes with a “to order”

and boutique devotion to terroir, it is found in

lees and yeast. With only the rarest of excep-

aspect and allows for extended aging of the

Lenoble’s Les Aventures. This cuvée, which is

tions, the aging wine is “corked” with a

wine with its sediment (which is the aging

Lenoble’s finest, is made solely from grapes

metal cap by the entire industry during this

that is primarily responsible for bringing char-

from that vineyard. There is blending from

period. Later, when it is time to finish the

acter to the wine because both the lees and

wines of different vintages, but the character

champagne, the bottle is inclined facing

yeast are present; aging of the finished wine,

of the vineyard shines through. The resulting

downwards to allow sediment (comprised of

after disgorging which removes the lees and

wine is a pure chardonnay interpretation of

the lees and yeast) to gather in the neck as

yeast, contributes comparatively little).

the Les Aventures parcel. There is a price to

the bottle is turned by hand during what is

In a marketplace overrun by mass produc-

pay, however, to produce a single vineyard

called “riddling”, following which the neck

tion goliaths, it is difficult to attract notice

champagne of this breed; as the parcel is

is frozen, cap removed, the sediment dis-

with boutique quantities of hand fashioned

miniscule, production is highly limited.

gorged, and, finally, a cork inserted. In the

wines that express terroir, particularly so

Whereas oceans of Dom Pérignon are pro-

case of Les Aventures the wine is aged not

when even the names of the vineyards and

duced every year, champagne from Les

with a metal cap in place, but natural cork.

their rankings have been so assiduously kept

Aventures requires diligent searching.

The difference is that a real cork allows a

from the public’s consciousness. But Antoine

small amount of oxygen into the bottle,

Malassagne is part of a small group of what

enrichening the aging process.

could be thought of as rebels, crafting

Following our excursion to the Chouilly
vineyards, we return to Damery and descend
into the Lenoble caves. There another dif-

In one other respect Les Aventures and, for

domain wines of real character and, for the

ference between Les Aventures and mass

that matter, other Lenoble cuvées have a cus-

wine lover, these are champagnes worthy of

production champagnes is found. Following

tom feel to them. The bottles are left to age

extra effort to seek out.

I

THE VILLAGE OF CHOUILLY
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TA STING NOTES.

L E S AV E N T U R E S :

A. R. LENOBLE 2002 ROSÉ:

and toast. This is not a champagne which is to

This is a blend from three outstanding vintages,

The Rosé is a blend of 85% chardonnay, entirely

be casually drunk, it stands up and asks to be

1990, 1995 and 1996, exclusively chardonnay

from grand cru vineyards, and 15% pinot noir,

noticed.

from the Les Aventures vineyard. All the bases

premier cru; this combination is very unusual

are covered: richness and maturity from 1990,

for rosé champagnes that ordinarily contain

A . R . L E N O B L E 19 9 6

brightness and length from 1996, and round-

less than 40% chardonnay. This high chardon-

This champagne shows the complexity that

ness from 1995. The wine exhibits not only

nay percentage gives this Lenoble rosé a fresh-

comes with age, offering up not only abundant

outstanding strength and concentration but

ness not found in other rosés. Surprisingly, with

yeast and citrus but notes of hazelnut and

wonderful refinement and breed. The balance

its lower pinot noir component, the Lenoble has

vanilla. Its finish is remarkable, demonstrating

of creaminess and intense fruit is remarkable.

a somewhat deeper and more profound pink

the quality of the underlying wine. In some

color than most. It offers an abundance of par-

ways, this champagne has characteristics of a

19 9 9 L E G E N T I L H O M M E :

ticularly fine and vigorous bubbles, actually

fine white burgundy – bright acidity, profound

This is also 100% chardonnay from grand cru

requiring attentive, careful pouring into the

ripe fruit, and great length. It is a sign of a

Chouilly vineyards. It is somewhat more fruity

flute so as to not bubble over. The nose has pro-

great champagne when the description dwells

in style than Les Aventures exhibiting fine cit-

found yeast and, forecast by its deeper pink hue,

on the underlying wine rather than just the

rus polish balanced with cream. The wine is

notes of red cherries. Unlike lesser champagnes

bubbles.

extremely elegant.

there is wine of real character and weight
underneath. On the palate the wine is racy and
long, featuring pink grapefruit, subtle red fruits
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The personalisation of timepieces through the age-old art of engraving is
an emblematic specialty of Blancpain. The talent of our engravers shines
through on noble metals (gold, platinum, cooper, brass) as they use delicate incisions to reproduce images that are manually engraved under a
microscope. For personalised timepieces, the Blancpain engravers work

A
PRIZED
TRIO
THE MAJESTY OF GESTURE
from a design selected by the future owner, thereby guaranteeing the
uniqueness of the watch, which then becomes an authentic work of art
produced in only one copy. The engravers must possess a thorough
knowledge of design techniques and must practise constantly. This alone
will give their hands the necessary steadiness, skill and dexterity.

BY DIDIER SCHMUTZ
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O

nly the cream of the crop work at the

mythical place of tradition and innovation as

benches that bear the Blancpain mark, for

workshops where Blancpain calibres

well as a melting pot in which know-how is

that matter. Many are called; few are cho-

are produced. In Le Brassus, La Ferme is

developed – fueled by the experience of

sen. You be the judge. Out of three thou-

indisputably a breeding ground for talent.

age-old gestures. In a way, the school has

sand, five hundred applicants, in general

Far from being gratuitous or exaggerated,

simultaneously become a conservatory of

young students who already have a bac-

this affirmation has once again been

gestures and artisan knowledge, in the

calaureate in applied arts for example, six

confirmed with Marie-Laure, Anaïs and

noble sense of the term. It is a true laboratory

hundred applications make it past the first

Gwenaëlle. In order to get to know them

of creation, in the broader sense of what the

hurdle. After a second round, fewer than

better, let us start with a short tour of Paris,

concept of design encompasses today.

two hundred will be allowed to take the

or more precisely, the prestigious Ecole

Tradition, know-how, creation, age-old

competitive entrance exam. In the end,

Boulle where the three engravers were

gestures … the vocabulary fits perfectly with

twenty-four students will cross the threshold

trained.

that of fine watchmaking. Such prized words

of the Ecole Boulle, and not one more.

Founded in 1886, a contemporary of the

also suggest that the workbenches at the

That's barely a mere ten percent of appli-

industrial revolution, Ecole Boulle crossed

Paris school of art are not destined for just

cants! We were not exaggerating when we

over into the 20th century and remains a

anybody, just like the magnificent work-

said “only the cream of the crop ...”

WE WERE NOT EXAGGERATING WHEN WE SAID
“ONLY THE CREAM OF THE CROP ...”.

The engravers display complete
mastery of the entire process from the
first drawing to the final creation.
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Gwenaëlle during the plaster stage that
will enable her to appraise the final volume.
This stage serves to evaluate the difficulties
that may arise during the engraving process.

THE ART OF MANUAL ENGRAVING CONSTITUTES THE NOBLEST
AND PUREST EXPRESSION OF THE BLANCPAIN PHILOSOPHY.

Happiness in Fine Watchmaking

that I rediscovered the spirit of Ecole Boulle,
ancient work methods and true engraving.”

After such selective training, one might

Her two colleagues add that “in France, in a

imagine that our engravers would pursue

factory, no one makes the distinction between

careers at the most illustrious goldsmith’s or

one beautiful engraving and another. Speed is

jeweller’s workshops, or at the very least, at

all that matters. It’s the complete opposite at

the Paris mint, the establishment that strikes

the La Ferme workshop. We are recognised

the French Republic’s euros using ancestral

for our worth and we have ample time to

methods for the basic moulds.

express our talents on watches that are

Not necessarily. Industry is also eager to
snatch up these “Boullists.” Before finding

already works of art in themselves. It’s the
ultimate, you know!”

happiness in fine watchmaking, Marie-Laure

Yes, indeed, there is nothing better than

spent approximately ten years at a factory

delicately engraving on the oscillating

specializing in thermoforming, making

weights of grand complications, for exam-

moulds for perfume packaging. “I was bored

ple. When one of the trio places her hand on

and I didn’t really realise it,” she confides. “It

one of our pieces, it automatically goes

was only when I came to Le Brassus and

down in the book of unique objects. And

picked up a burin1 again to make a model,

that’s exactly what Blancpain wants.

1

Small engraver’s tool generally custom made according to the morphology of the hand. Its cutting blade
is sharpened into various shapes: flat, round and pointed, according to the relief motif to be engraved.
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Art without Concessions

“Whenever I go to Paris, I stop by the school
and we are greeted as though we were still

In addition to a diploma, Ecole Boulle also

there. Moreover, we are in frequent contact

confers a certain spirit, somewhat similar to

with our professor, Mr. Le Hir, whether to get

the Compagnons du devoir who travel

an answer to a question, resolve a technical

throughout France (the world too some-

problem or simply out of friendship. He

times) working before accomplishing their

has already come to visit the Blancpain

masterpiece and beginning their careers

Manufacture on several occasions.” Precious

armed with experience that goes well

ties are thus formed, and so it is that one fine

beyond professional skills.

February day Marie-Laure went to see her pro-

“Being a Boullist means being part of a

fessor with a specific mission in mind: hiring.

community.” There is not the slightest doubt

That was at the end of 2007. A few months

about that – all three are unanimous. “When

later, Anaïs and Gwenaëlle were on their way

you enter, you stay,” adds Marie-Laure.

to the Joux Valley. And the trio was formed.
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“Engraving with a binocular magnifier calls for unwavering concentration and visual gymnastics.”

The Blancpain senior management had

digital techniques. These certainly facilitate

manufacturing managers add, “we know

decided to develop an engraving workshop,

the work and increase turnaround time, but

the difference between works done by hand

but not by acquiring state-of-the-art tech-

they take away the artist’s stroke of genius.

and works cranked out by a machine.”

nology. Perhaps, or rather undoubtedly, it

Anchored in their know-how, taught to

Clients – or perhaps one should say art

was because engraving done exclusively by

respect perfectly manufactured objects, the

lovers – also seem to know the difference.

hand is the noblest and the finest expression

three engravers have not come here to do

Requests for personalised designs are accu-

of the Blancpain philosophy (both literally

that type of work, nor would they want to.

mulating and the waiting list is growing. In

and figuratively, in gesture and in spirit).

Listen to Anaïs: “Digital is not true engrav-

their workshop, the three engravers are hard

There would never be any machine engrav-

ing. All that is left to do by hand is polishing

at work: the art lover’s patience will be well

ing. In this spirit that leads to the creation of

and touch ups. I did that for six months. It

rewarded.

an object of art, there are no concessions to

was not at all interesting.” At Blancpain, the

I
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J O U R N E Y T O J A PA N
The Tobu World Watch Fair in Tokyo was

how well it was going to work,” she

held in August 2008. For this Japanese

says. Lacking the help of a scale model,

exhibition, Gwenaëlle became an ambas-

Gwenaëlle began her delicate work with-

sador of the great art nurtured in the La

out a safety net. This made her a little

Ferme engraving workshop. Her presence

apprehensive, especially given that she

on display at the Blancpain booth was

was engraving her very first landscape.

certainly noteworthy in this country of

However her fears quickly evaporated

etchings – paintings obtained from deli-

thanks to the interest shown by the large

cate engraving on woodblocks. She gives

and undoubtedly knowledgeable crowd

her impressions here.

– engraving is part of Japanese etching –

“I had carte blanche in terms of the

that gathered there. “People clustered

design. I therefore chose to engrave Mount

around the big screen that was showing

Fuji so that the spectators would feel at

all of my movements via a camera placed

home with a landscape they know well.

inside my binoculars. I could tell they

Since I was pressed for time, I drew the

were clearly interested because they

sketch in my hotel room. But I wasn’t able

would return later in the day to see how

to do the plaster stage so I wasn’t sure

much progress I had made.”
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Philippe Chevrier, The Food Architect
BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON

TWO STAR MICHELIN CHEF PHILIPPE CHEVRIER LIKENS HIMSELF TO AN ARCHITECT
CONCEIVING EACH DISH DOWN TO ITS MOST MINUTE DETAIL.

T

here is a narrative, well entrenched, that

television, proclaim that they have “kicked it

ing at their televised stoves, and that is at

fine cooking is accomplished by feel. A

up a notch” and, clearly pleased with their

home. Simple, straightforward preparations

splash of this, a pinch of that, perhaps a glug

own creations, declare their triumph with an

admit of a casual approach.

of something else, all accompanied by vigor-

“oh, yeah baby!”.

But to gain admittance to the top rung of

ous tossing of ingredients in a pan, are staked

There is a place for cooking in this style,

Swiss restaurant cooking, put aside these

out as the signs of a professional at work.

provided one jettisons the “oh, yeah baby!”

notions of slapdash. The one word that Swiss

Fuelling this myth, celebrity chefs, often on

dialogue that accompanies the poseurs play-

two star Michelin chef Philippe Chevrier
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Satigny vineyards and “Domaine de Châteauvieux”,
its courtyard and Philippe Chevrier himself.
Right: Le Homard bleu de Bretagne, rôti aux
girolles, émulsion de carapaces à l’estragon.

PHILIPPE CHEVRIER HAS EARNED HIS PLACE
AT THE PINNACLE OF SWISS COOKING
AND IS ONE OF THREE WHO HAVE DEFINED
MODERN SWISS CUISINE.

(2 Michlin Stars) repeatedly wove in our dis-

devotion to the most minute details of each

way, completely imagined in his head. When

cussion of his philosophy was “précision”.

dish. His précision in all dimensions.

fin-ished, like an architect, he has a fully

Indeed he perceives that the discipline of a

Having trained with Girardet, Philippe

documented, detailed plan with nothing left

pâtissier (pastry chef) – and he is an accom-

Chevrier has become a disciple and joins

to chance or improvisation for his comis
(assistant chefs) to execute.

plished pâtissier, a rare distinction among

fellow Girardet disciples, Gerard Rabaey

the world’s grand chefs who leave pastries

(Restaurant Le Pont de Brent, Lettres du

The proof comes with a grand meal at

to others on their kitchen team – governs

Brassus Issue 3) and Philippe Rochat

Domaine de Chateauvieux. From its dominant

the full range of preparations in his restaurant.

(Restaurant L’Hotel de Ville, Lettres du Brassus

perch 10 minutes from the Geneva Cointrin

As fine cooks know – and banish from your

Issue 1) at the pinnacle of current Swiss chefs.

airport, Domaine de Chateauvieux enjoys a

thoughts the mindless television pretenders –

The torch passed from Girardet to them, these

commanding view over the Satigny vineyards

pastry is excruciatingly demanding. Ingredi-

three together now define Swiss cuisine.

and Rhone river. Settling in among rustic stone

ents are measured to the gram, cooking times

The discipline, and there’s that word again,

walls, vast fireplace, wooden beam ceilings,

to the second. That discipline, or in Chevrier’s

précision, are what the discerning Swiss palate

and, of course, abundant flowers, it is impos-

words, “précision”, applies to the full menu

understands and expects. Philippe Chevrier

sible to imagine that Domaine de Chateau-

at his restaurant, Domaine de Chateauvieux,

thinks it is no accident that this style has evolved

vieux was once home to a casual guest house

near Geneva.

in the same nation that has created the art

and pizzeria before Chevrier metamorphosed

Millimetric precision has come to define

of fine timepieces. He sees a parallel. The pa-

it into one of the world’s elite gourmet desti-

modern Swiss cuisine. It is not surprising that

tient, meticulous attention to minute detail

nations. Indeed, with its 12 well appointed

Philippe Chevrier is an alumni of the leg-

that is poured into the conception and con-

rooms, Domaine de Chateauvieux is truly a

endary Fredy Girardet. During his reign in

struction of an exquisite hand-crafted watch

country resort that not only offers the ultimate

Crissier, located on a hill above Lausanne,

is mirrored in the realisation of a fine meal.

restaurant luxury of walking to one’s room

Fredy Girardet was widely acclaimed as no

The parallel extends real still further. Not

after a splendid dinner, but, as well, it is a sanc-

less than the best chef in the world. A pil-

only does Philippe Chevrier insist on absolute

tuary of sorts from the traffic clogs of Geneva,

grimage to Crissier became de rigeur for

precision in the preparation of each dish – not-

representing an attractive alternative to down-

gourmets from around the world who came

hing left to a splash here and a handful there

town hotels for a stay in the area. Watch col-

to experience the astonishing refinement of

– but in the conception as well. His creations

lectors will be particularly enchanted by the

Girardet’s Swiss interpretation of French cui-

begin, not with him poised behind the stove

outfitting of each guest room with an elec-

sine. Certainly Girardet was known for

surrounded by ingredients, but of all things

tric watch winder, to keep automatic wrist-

meticulous selection of perfect ingredients

with a paper and pen. Likening himself to an

watches fully wound when off the wrist.

and enormous creativity in the conception of

architect, working with his team, he designs

A recent summer’s meal there began with a

his dishes, but his greatness and his position

each and every dish first on paper. Only with

dazzling string, better said, an awe inspiring

above all of the other Michelin decorated

an encyclopaedic knowledge of ingredients

flotilla, of amuse bouches. First to arrive, and

chefs in the world came from his obsessive

and technique can plates be created in this

fitting to the season, were two cold starters,
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Left: Le suprême de pigeon des
Deux-Sèvres poêlés aux petits pois,
cuisse confite et pastille d’abats à
l’ail doux et à la sauge.
Right: Le tartare de langoustines
de Saint-Guénolé au concombre et
au caviar osciètre, vinaigrette d’agrumes
et pain toasté au beurre d’algues.

La mousse d’homard avec céleri acidulée and

caramel à l’anis étoilé au vinaigre bal-

Following the convoy of now six separate

La soupe de melon au porto. I have somewhat

samique. This was other worldly, not only

starters, my eyes rolled back into their sockets

of a quarrel with most mousse preparations.

again offering a pairing of sweet and acid,

when yet a seventh small plate bearing a small

The addition of cream to achieve a structure

but going beyond with a magnificent texture

white cylinder – squat pill, perhaps a better

warranting a mousse description, more often

constrast. Somehow Chevrier managed to

descriptor – was placed on the table. Anti-

than not, obscures and dilutes the purity of

sear the foie gras in a way to produce simul-

cipating the usual poised fork response to the

flavour of whatever ingredient the mousse is

taneously a crusty exterior and an unctuous

stimulus, the waiter at once enjoined “don’t

designed to present. Not here. The rich lobster

delicate rare interior.

eat this!” simultaneously making the under-

taste, propelled by the citrus, roared forth and

Having already assembled a parade of five

stood worldwide gesture of stop. What fol-

was made all the more amusing by the crunch

amuse bouches, particularly with the mirac-

lowed was a small bit of table top theatre. As

of minute bits of celery. Melon and port, of

ulous foie gras with cherries, it seemed

he poured hot water upon the “pill” it trans-

course, marry classically and this preparation

certain that the fireworks grand finale had

formed itself into a tower. Ha! Simply a warm

did not disappoint. Indeed Chevrier achieved a

occurred. Then Chevrier produced yet

towel to use as a rinse doigts after the han-

particularly fine rendition of this pair as the

another starter, number six! This was Les

dling of frog legs.

balance of melon essence and port was, to

jambonettes de grenouilles sautées, mousse-

At last, time to lift the curtain on the first

use Chevrier’s word, precisely right.

line de pommes de terre aux pousses d’or-

course, Le tartare de langoustines de Saint-

This first pair was followed by a third cold

ties et l’ail doux. If one were being reason-

Guénolé au concombre et au caviar

starter, La vichysoisse, crevettes et œufs de

able, the reaction might have been one of

osceiètre, vinaigrette d’agrumes et pain

moluga impériale. Perfect and light, it was high-

despair, fearing an inability to make it to the

toasté au beurre d’algues. As anything that

lighted by an almost luminous green colour no

end of the meal since the parade of main

pairs caviar and langoustine, this dish was

doubt achieved by an abundance of chives.

plates still had not even begun. But the food

supremely decadent but ethereally light at

Even with three amuse bouches the

marathoner within had me tucking into the

the same time. Chevrier’s deftness showed

Chevrier overture was not over. Two more

frog legs at once. As comparisons are in-

in the balance of the gelée – although adver-

starters materialised, both riffs on foie gras.

evitable and, perhaps betraying a soft spot

tised as a vinaigrette, the acid was at most a

The first was a Mousse de foie de canard,

for anything built around garlic, this was

background polish, leaving the delicate lan-

gelée de mangue parfumée de citron. This

the most satisfying of the parade. Frog legs

goustine and caviar unmolested. The toast

was totally entertaining as, instead of one

supply a rather neutral background to show

was a splendid addition, importing another

flavour to play off the richness of the foie

off whatever ingredient is paired with them.

salty note of the sea.

gras, Chevrier married two, both the sweet

So the star here was the decadently rich

Arriving next was another vivid demonstra-

fruit of the mango and the acid of the lime.

puree packed with garlic, nettles (an ingredi-

tion of the millimetric precision of Chevrier’s

As good as this mousse was, it was over-

ent that owing perhaps to its propensity to

cooking, Le Homard bleu de Bretagne, rôti

shadowed by its pairing with L’escalope de

sting and raise welts prior to cooking, is often

aux girolles, emulsion de carapaces à l’es-

foie gras de canard poêlée aux cerises,

overlooked) and bits of sun dried tomato.

tragon. The lobster was served just translu-
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Right: Les framboises de Machilly
flambées à l’eau de vie et crème
de cassis, meringue à la crème double,
sorbet aux fruits rouges.

cent, that exact point where flavour and tex-

Sèvres poêlés aux petits pois, cuisse confite et

piece of performance art. Fresh raspberries

ture peak. Sparkling fresh and sweet, the

pastille d’abats à l’ail doux et à la sauge. This

were mashed into a pan, flamed with eau de

lobster was set off both by the earthiness of

featured the pigeon breast cooked perfectly

vie and cassis, and cooked into compote, then

the girolles and most of all by an abundance

rare, poised upon one of its classic mates,

assembled into an impressive tower with lay-

of chive and tarragon in the shell based

fresh peas, the leg cooked as a confit and the

ers of meringue and fresh berries, which upon

stock. This truly was one of the finest lobster

abats mixed with dried fruit in the pastilla.

completion, was crowned with the sorbet.

preparations that I have sampled, at once

Pigeon poses a particular challenge for a

The final moment of its construction, the pois-

intense and assertive in its flavours and at the

restaurateur. If the supplier is anything other

ing of the sorbet, drew applause from all

same time wonderfully light and balanced.

than top rung, no matter how careful the

around.

A degree of worry set in. The lobster

preparation the dish will fail. Recognising this

For his last act, Chevrier offered a massive

achieved such a level of perfection, it seemed

it has become common for the best suppliers

platter of hand crafted chocolates. With a final

inevitable that whatever would follow would

to affix a “brand name” to their birds. Deux-

endorphin push, I managed to sample two

suffer in comparsion. No worries. Chevrier

Sèvres sits at the top; and the dish was mag-

which showed their Swiss pedigree well.

produced a wild salmon preparation, Le

nificent.

This meal was an emphatic demonstra-

saumon sauvage d’Ecosse “mi cuit”, coulis

Next came the cheese course which correct-

tion that Philippe Chevrier fully merits his

d’oignons rouges et queue de boeuf au gin-

ly spotlighted Swiss specialties such as La tête

place in what is now the Swiss triumvirate

gembre, jus de viande aux échalotes et vinai-

de moine. In the best Fredy Giradet tradition,

of Rabaey, Rochat and himself. Gault &

gre balsamique. This is not an altogether obvi-

a selection of special breads was presented

Millau have for years accorded him their

ous combination. Certainly there is a current

with the cheese trolley.

top score of 19 of 20, the equal of his col-

fashion to build a red wine sauce around

With a meal this extravagant, of course two

leagues. Only Michelin, frustratingly slow

salmon, as it enhances the meaty character of

dessert courses are merited. Both were sea-

to recognise talent, is left to bestow the

the fish, but Chevrier took this one step fur-

sonal. The first was built around enormous

plainly deserved palmary third star.

ther with the compote, ginger and liberal

fresh cherries, La conversation aux cerises de

doses of black pepper. The result was a tower-

Bigarreaux au citron, glace parfumée à la

ing achievement. Each of the ingredients –

verveine. It is remarkable how the finish in the

salmon, oxtail, shallots, ginger, pepper, red

mouth of cherries and verbena blend to pro-

wine – is powerful and assertive. Somehow he

duce a delightful match. But what followed

managed to harness them so that they

stole the show, literally. It was a preparation of

worked as a unified whole with no one ingre-

raspberries which drew riveting gazes from all

DOMAINE DE CHÂTEAUVIEUX

dient knocking the others off the podium.

the surrounding tables, Les framboises de

Chemin de Châteauvieux 16

The following course brought no relaxation

Machilly flambées à l’eau de vie et crème de

Peney-Dessus

in the remarkable standards set by the prede-

cassis, meringue à la crème double, sorbet aux

CH-1242 Satigny – Genève

cessors. Le supreme de pigeon des Deux-

fruits rouges. This was no less than a tableside
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n outrageous introduction, perhaps even frivolous. But, lurking within this self-can-

celling phrase, around which the late

fashion of ten years ago, small details, the finer
the better, reign supreme in defining the
pinnacle of watchmaking. Regardless
of the diameter, collectors rejoice in

comedian George Carlin built an entire
boisterous routine, lies a contradiction

the almost transparent filigree of

that parallels exactly the enchantment

a tourbillon escapement, micro-

of the large date complication.

scopic screws polished to a bril-

To state it directly, for both hor-

liant sheen, immaculate hand

logers and collectors alike, wrist-

applied anglage finishes, finely
carved decorations on a winding

watches celebrate the small. The
trend of large diameter watches, far

rotor; the list is endless.

from undermining the prizing of minia-

Further, many of the triumphs of

turisation, actually reinforces it. Although
the diameters of today’s timepieces exceed the

SHRIMP
BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON

modern watchmaking in large measure
consist in the achievement of taking a com-
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plication developed in the generous dimen-

incorporated large dates in watches through-

paradoxically, the challenges of fitting a date

sions of pocket watches, and through tower-

out their collections. Industry wide, all of

display as large as possible into the constric-

ing creativity, inventiveness, and prodigious

these large date systems, at the most

ted dimensions of a wristwatch movement

hand craft skills, realising them in the greatly

simplfied level, are the same. They all utilise

are essentially identical to those posed by

reduced scale of a wristwatch. So in this milieu

a combination of two discs, in some form, to

going the other way, miniaturising complica-

of the Lilliputian, exactly where does this place

compose the date and thereby achieve a dis-

tions from large pocket watches for adop-

the “large date”? Here is a complication, to be

play size far exceeding what a single disc

tion in wristwatches; it falls to the designer

sure based on small components, whose claim

could attain. What distinguishes one from

and his engineering skill.

to fame is large; large in the universe of the

another is the cleverness and creativity of

When Blancpain undertook to develop its

small. Jumbo shrimp indeed.

the movement designer in finding a way to

module 69 large date mechanism, the require-

Blancpain is not alone in offering a large

drive and synchronise the two discs so that

ments were far more rigorous than mere

date system; many in the industry have

the date always displays correctly. Thus,

size, drive and synchronisation. Of course size

The Leman Tourbillon
Transparence limited
to 27 examples.
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The Leman Flyback Grand Date.

The Leman Tourbillon Diamond.

mattered and the goal was to achieve a lar-

“32” (following which a trip to the repair

designs were quite thick, causing an undesi-

ger date than others in the industry for

centre would be guaranteed). Finally the

rable bulking up of the movement.

movements of comparable size. That criterion

mechanism had to be energy efficient, con-

To most easily understand the calibre 69’s

was only a starting point. Beyond size, Blanc-

suming little more power from the main-

mechanism, it is best to divide it up into sec-

pain sought an instant change, where the

spring barrel than existing small date compli-

tions, exploring each individually:

norm was either a slow change around mid-

cations. Energy conservation would allow

night or, slightly improving upon that, a semi-

incorporation of the complication without

instantaneous change. Upping the engin-

severe effects on the movement’s power

eering ante still further, Blancpain insisted

reserve.

1. the system of the 24 hour wheel
and instant date change cam;
2. the date change for single digits

upon absolute assurance that the display

Not only did Blancpain hit every one of

would be reliably blocked from succumbing

the targets with its module 69 design, it

3. the system for changing the tens disc, and

to shocks that provoked other large date

achieved one other prized criterion – thin-

4. the system for rapid date change

designs into nonsensical readings such as

ness. The bulk of the pre-existing large date

and the actuating/blocking spring;

via the crown.

WHEN BLANCPAIN UNDERTOOK TO DEVELOP ITS MODULE 69
LARGE DATE MECHANISM THE REQUIREMENTS WERE FAR MORE
RIGOROUS THAN MERE SIZE, DRIVE AND SYNCHRONISATION.
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The system of the 24 hour wheel
and instant date change cam (Fig. 2).
This system starts with the pinion, A, located
on the lower quadrant of Fig. 2. This pinion
is driven by the hour wheel of the watch.
The reduction of the pinion converts the
once in 12 hour rotation of the hour wheel
to a 24 hour rotation. In turn the pinion
drives the wheel, B, which turns clockwise.
The clever element is the cam, C, which
is attached to the wheel, D. For virtually all
of the 24 hour period of rotation of the
wheel, B, the cam, C, and wheel, D, are
dragged around by the wheel, B.
The “connection” between the
two elements is accomplished
by the pin which is attached
to the wheel, D. This pin fits
through an oblong trough
in the wheel, B, and,
thus, almost all the time
sits against the counterB

clockwise edge. As the

D

wheel, B, turns clock-

C

wise, the pin sitting on
the edge of the trough is
pulled along.

Fig. 1
The entirety of the module 69 large date
mechanism. The number of components gives a
hint of the sophistication of its functionality.

CLEVER ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS ABOUND IN THE CONSTRUCTION
OF THE MODULE 69, A CAM CONFIGURED FOR INSTANT DATE CHANGE, TWO
PROGRAMME WHEELS, AND PROTECTION FROM BACKWARD CHANGES.
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At midnight this comfortable relationship

The date change for single digits and the

moves the 31 tooth gear, H, one tooth,

changes briefly. Riding along the edge of the

actuating/blocking spring (Figs. 3 and 4).

it acts to block any further movement in

cam, C, is an arm, E, with a ruby at its tip.

the gear. This provides insurance against a

This arm is held against the turning cam by

The key output of the previous set of ele-

a spring. Looking carefully at the cam, one

ments was a sudden jump at midnight of the

Apart from its blocking function, why is

can see a large bump or nose, followed by a

wheel, D. That wheel is engaged with wheel,

the engagement with the 31 tooth gear, H,

trough. The “nose” is at the midnight posi-

F, which turns counterclockwise. Both the

done via a spring, as opposed to a rigid fin-

tion. Once the cam rotates to this position,

wheel, D, and the wheel, F, turn once every

ger? The answer is protection against date

the force of the spring loaded ruby tipped

24 hours, of course.

changes backwards through midnight. If the

shock-induced unwanted change in date.

arm suddenly jumps the cam forward as the

So what is the effect of the sudden jump

crown were wound backwards and the date

spring forces the ruby into the trough just

forward at midnight caused by the spring

change effectuated by a rigid finger, there

aft of the nose. This, of course, produces an

loaded arm falling from the nose into the

would be a substantial risk that the mecha-

instant clockwise jump in the position of the

trough on the cam? It produces a sudden

nism would be broken as the time passed

cam and of the gear, D, attached to it. This

jump counterclockwise in the rotation of the

backwards through midnight. But because

sudden jump at midnight, powered by the

wheel, F, and the actuating/blocking spring,

the connection is done via a spring, a back-

spring is a key element in achieving an

G, which is attached to it. The resulting

wards time change allows the gears to turn

instant change in the date and represents

counterclockwise jump in the actuating/

past the spring, sparing the mechanism from

the key output of this system.

blocking spring causes it to grab one tooth

harm.

It is worth mentioning that the cam, C,

of the 31 tooth wheel, H, to its right, turning

The second major element of the single

and gear, D, are able to free themselves from

that wheel clockwise. Through yet another

digit change is yet another 31 tooth gear, I,

the otherwise constant rotation of the wheel,

gear described below, this turns the single

which turns counterclockwise. This gear can

B, because their “connection” to the wheel,

digit wheel one position, causing an instant

be thought of as a form of programme

B, is via the pin riding in the slot. When the

one day advance in the date display. Of

wheel. For most of its rotation throughout

cam jumps forward, the pin merely shifts to

course the wheel, H, has 31 teeth, one for

the days of the month – it moves one tooth

the far end of its slot. As the wheel, B, con-

each day.

per day – it causes the 10 tooth gear, J, to

tinues to rotate, it will shortly catch up to the

The actuating/blocking spring has one

its right to turn clockwise one tooth per day.

pin and resume dragging it around again for

other function, which is suggested by the

The single digit date disc is attached to the

the remainder of the 24 hour period.

second word in its description. After it

10 tooth gear and it therefore advances one

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

The system of the 24 hour wheel and instant date change cam.

The date change for single digits and the actuating/blocking spring.

E

G

B

H

C
A

I

D

F
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day at a time. There is an interesting por-

date change from “30” to “31”, the stub

The stubs engage the four tooth gear, L,

tion of this gear, I, which serves a vital

tooth for “31”, stub tooth for “1” and final-

located below. Attached to the four tooth

programming function. The dates “31” and

ly the full tooth to change from “1” to “2”.

gear, L, is the tens disc. Thus, when each

“1” both have the same single digit, of

The position of the stubs serves as a form of

stub engages one of the four teeth, the tens

course, the “1”. It is necessary, therefore,

program, insuring that no change in the “1”

disc moves one digit to the next of the four

during these days that the “1” digit remain

digit will take place from “31” to “1”.

(“0”, “1”, “2”, or “3”) positions.

remainder of the mechanism upstream to

The system for changing

The system for rapid date correction

the 24 hour wheel will be dutifully rotating

the tens disc (Fig. 5).

via the crown (Fig. 6).

Here another form of program wheel is

The rapid date change system consists of a

in place and not advance. Naturally, the

and producing a one tooth advance nonetheless.
How, therefore, can the advance of the

used. This one is shown as K, consisting of

gear train running from gear M, at the

single digit date disc be paused at “1”

stubs protruding from a disc that turns

crown end, to an engagement at the left

during this “31” through “1” period? The

clockwise with the intermediate wheel, H.

with the 31 tooth wheel, H. As the crown is

answer is found in the area shown in the

Logically these stubs are placed at 10 day

turned, in the date change position of

diagram where it appears most of two teeth

intervals except between 30 and 1 where

course, this train turns, advancing the 31

are missing. Starting from the last full tooth

there is a two day interval, since the tens

tooth train.

before the reduced teeth area and moving

digit “3” remains in place for only two

clockwise, what is shown is the tooth for the

days, “30” and “31”.

The system must be configured, however,
to advance the dates only when the crown is

WHEN ALL OF THESE SYSTEMS ARE CONSIDERED TOGETHER
IT CAN BE SEEN THAT THE BLANCPAIN LARGE DATE MECHANISM
TRULY WARRANTS THE LABEL “COMPLICATION”.

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

The date change for single digits (cont.).

The system for changing the tens disc.

J

K
L

I
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turned in the correct direction. When the
crown is turned the wrong way – a direction
that would retard the dates – the three tooth
gear at the right, M, is dropped out of position so that it turns freely and does not
engage the gears to its left. Thus, the desired result is obtained; when the crown is
turned in the correct direction the three
gears move the date forwards; when it is
turned in the opposite direction the outside
gear, M, is disconnected from the train, allowing the crown to spin freely and the date
to remain the same.
When all of these systems are considered
together it can be seen that the large date
mechanism, particularly one that features
an instant date change and protection
against shock, truly warrants the label
“complication”.

Fig. 6
The system for rapid date correction via the crown.
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THE SECRET ART OF
SWISS CHOCOLATE
BY DIDIER SCHMUTZ

ne fine day, someone came up with

O

connected with to a small confectioner’s shop

the saying: “Nine out of ten people

in the heart of Zurich. As the years passed and

love chocolate, and the tenth is a liar.”

the shop met with one success after another,

Were these words accurate, or merely a

it grew and grew … so much that it had to

witticism? In case the saying happens to be

leave downtown Zurich. A move had become

true, let’s invite the one sceptic for a little visit,

unavoidable. The production site had to be

after which he will undoubtedly have joined

adapted to continuously increasing demand.

the ranks of the believers. We shall see.

A suitable location for a new factory was

We are heading for Seestrasse 204 in

found in Kilchberg. To finance it, the family

Kilchberg, on the left bank of Lake Zurich.

changed its sole proprietorship into a limited

Lindt & Sprüngli SA, the famous Swiss choco-

liability company, “Chocolat Sprüngli SA.”

late company, set up shop there at the turn of

The factory opened in 1899.

the 20th century. However, the story began

Throughout the chocolate maker’s history,

many years earlier in 1845, when confec-

it was the same story: the company went

tioner David Sprüngli-Schwarz and his son

from expansions to growth by way of judi-

Rudolf Sprüngli-Amman acquired a workshop

cious purchases of other chocolate makers,
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until it became “Lindt & Sprüngli.” Today, it

structures, this aroma can be savoured

is a holding company encompassing 17 busi-

almost like a tantalising appetizer. The neigh-

ness units, including eight production sites in

bourhood appreciates the presence of the

six countries on four continents. (See the

factory, whose activities have become part of

sidebar entitled “Success story.”)

the landscape. The people of Kilchberg call

The collection of architecture at the main
headquarters on Seestrasse strikes the eye

it the “Schoggi”, a familiar nickname that
shows their affection.

immediately. A happy marriage of the histor-

At this stage of the tour, as we talk of

ical and the modern combines the fine red

odours, stones, walls, and windows, do not

brick so typical of the early industrial era with

worry that we have lost track of the subject to

glass and concrete. This architecture, which

which we intend to lead our visitor. The

could have looked “hybrid” or disorganised

symbolism writ by the hand of time on the

after its many alterations and renovations,

façades is repeated inside. So this is not a

instead bears witness to perfectly controlled

detour, but rather a gateway into the world

development. The harmony between the late

of chocolate.

19th-century structures and those of the second millennium resonates as a symbol of a

THE HOLY OF HOLIES

present that has been built, with great respect,
on the foundations of a solid tradition.

Our sceptical visitor is about to have a great

Guided by press attachée Sarah Bouachir,

privilege bestowed upon him. “We are

we head straight to the R&D building, loca-

standing in front of the door of the most

ted about ten minutes’ walking distance

secret, best-protected place in the whole

from the main complex. While the eye is

company,” confides Sara Bouachir. “Very

drawn to the architecture during this short

few visitors are allowed to enter this place.

walk, the nose is taken by surprise. Wafting

Here, our master chocolate makers work as

through the air is an aroma of cacao, some-

craftsmen. It is only after long weeks and

times mild, sometimes intense, depending on

even years of tests that we move on to

atmospheric pressure – in other words, the

industrial production. It’s fascinating, you’ll

weather: rain, fog or sun. Far from being an

see. But Urs Liechti will explain all that bet-

inconvenience to the residents of the opulent

ter than I can,” she adds. After these few

villas adjoining the chocolate-making infra-

words, the introductions are made.
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Urs Liechti is in charge of a small team of

chocolate makers’ discoveries remain close-

four other licensed chocolate-making crafts-

ly-guarded secrets. This is not surprising con-

men. He gives us the same warm welcome

sidering that it sometimes takes two years of

as all these enthusiastic experts, who can

imagination and hard work before the

talk forever about their art. The choice of the

chocolates can finally be put on the market.

word “art” is deliberate. This workshop is

Urs Liechti gives the example of one recent

where Lindt & Sprüngli creations are born;

creation, the mousses, which are part of the

the chocolates that leave here did not exist

“Small Desserts” collection and were intro-

before. They are simply original works of art,

duced in January 2008 after thirty months of

wrapped in mystery, inimitable because the

research and careful work. As he explained,
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NEW TECHNOLOGY

was a tougher challenge. None of the

nation of all this knowledge finally led to the

mechanical facilities then in use were able to

perfected new technology needed to pro-

“All true chocolate lovers know what the

achieve the expected result, and there was

duce the “Mousse au Chocolat” variety in

consistency of a real chocolate mousse should

no question of marketing a creation that

the “Small Desserts” line. They had hit the

be, and our idea was to offer a perfect

was less than perfect. Whether in terms of

jackpot! Needless to say, the details of the

mousse in a candy bar, in domed quarters

taste or appearance, at Lindt & Sprüngli the

invention are jealously-guarded secrets, as if

enrobed with a fine layer of chocolate to

sacrosanct rule demanding that the hand-

better to satisfy the chocolate lovers who are

keep the mousse inside.” The gamble was

crafted product be faithfully reproduced by

always on Urs Liechti’s mind.

taken with the goal of producing a world

the machine is never violated. What was to

Our host puts a fitting end to these

first, in the sense that it would not be just

be done? Give up? “Absolutely not!” replies

few moments spent in the company of

another filled chocolate bar. The chocolate

Urs Liechti. “While it is true that, in our pro-

Switzerland’s great chocolate-making tradi-

makers put their expertise and skills to work

fession as researchers and creators, we have

tion: “When all is said and done, our gift is

and were able to produce a “prototype” rel-

to be able to accept failure by abandoning a

to see people choosing our creations and

atively quickly (although it did take several

project after months and months of hard

enjoying them or having the pleasure of

months). It passed the tests and met every-

work, in this case, it had become a matter

offering them to others.”

one’s requirements, beginning with those of

of honour.” With general management’s

For our virtual visitor, the time has come to

the ruthless “Tasting Committee,” the mar-

blessing, a multidisciplinary team made up

taste the gift from Urs, a master chocolate

keting specialists and a group of consumers

of engineers, technical specialists, precision

maker, and let it melt in his mouth. Will he

invited to give their valued opinion.

mechanics and master chocolate makers –

continue in the lie or scepticism mentioned

So far, so good: the gamble was paying

of course – set to work faithfully and dili-

at the beginning of this article? No. The visit

off. Now a way had to be found to move

gently, expertly drawing on the collective

to Seestrasse 204 will have made a believer

from small to large-scale production. This

know-how. After great sacrifices, the combi-

of him.
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Each new creation must reproduce the

was a Bernese chocolate maker who had

taste invented by the craftsmen in the

become world-famous for inventing the

chocolate bars or pralines that come off

conche (a machine that produces a melt-

the industrial production lines by the

ing, delicate chocolate as we know it

thousands. But let’s get back to the his-

today). He was the most celebrated

tory, because there were still many steps

maker of his day. For “Chocolat Sprüngli

in the company’s development before it

AG,” this was a master stroke that was

became the holding company it is today.

permanently to ensure that the new

On the strength of this encouraging

company, “Chokoladefabriken Lindt &

growth, the Sprünglis relocated to

Sprüngli AG,” would continue.

Horgen. In 1859, they opened a second

All of the pieces were now in place to

confectioner’s shop with a place to buy

face the challenge of modern times. The

refreshments on the very posh Parade-

business continued through two world

platz. Another success, another move. In

wars, renovated its facilities, enlarged

1870, the factory returned to downtown

its buildings in Kilchberg, and in the

Zurich, on the “Werdmühle.” The manu-

early 1950s it began to gain a foothold

facturing site included a main building

abroad 1. Since its inception, Lindt &

with a chimney for a steam oven, a con-

Sprüngli has been the “high end” brand

fectioner’s shop, a large bakery and new

of Swiss chocolate.

stables. Zurich’s development, especially

Now let’s hear about the future from

the construction of the main railway sta-

Ernst Tanner. The group’s CEO sums it up

tion and the famous Banhofstrasse, put

by offering a reminder that “the strategy

the company and its retail outlets in the

of focusing on the key abilities acquired

best position imaginable. The confection-

over the years – namely total control over

er’s shop became the meeting place for

each step of production, beginning with

Zurich’s “who’s who.”

the selection of the best cocoa beans (see

A PIVOTAL YEAR

‘Madagascar’ on the following pages)
and ending with the packaged product,
which has an exclusive positioning in the

he Sprüngli & fils [Sprüngli & Sons]

T

In 1892, Rudolf Sprüngli-Amman retired.

high-end chocolate segment as a syn-

company was founded in 1836.

He divided the businesses among his two

onym for the high quality that comes

Under the leadership of Rudolf, the son,

sons. To David-Robert went the confec-

with frequent innovation – turns out to

who in 1845 began making a new kind

tioner’s shops, and Johann was given the

have provided a very solid and invaluable

2

of superior-quality chocolate, the 90 m

chocolate factory. For the latter, still due

foundation on which to build the compa-

confectioner’s shop in the heart of Old

to the company’s success but also

ny’s future lasting success.”

Zurich was soon outgrown. The upper

because of rapid growth in downtown

That is how, thanks to the clear-sight-

middle class found the slightly exotic

Zurich and the surrounding areas, the

edness of its successive leaders, the 90 m2

flavour of this delicacy to its taste, and

time had come to find a new location to

confectioner’s shop has grown into a

wanted more. It was 1845, and the step

give the business some breathing space.

large international group. And what is

from handcrafting to industrial produc-

The “Werdemühle” site had become too

the key to this success, which has never

tion had to be taken. But carefully! Not

confined. The ideal spot was found in

faltered in over 170 years? We have

just any which way! All the genius of the

1898, in Kilchberg. The company moved

already said it: the flavours so mysteri-

pioneers was there. They would never

to this new location to stay.

ously and patiently perfected by the

abandon the fundamental values of

Around the same time, Johann had

master chocolate makers must be exactly

craftsmanship, even though they were

the opportunity to acquire Rodolphe

reproduced in large-scale production.

increasing their production. This chal-

Lindt’s chocolate factory, along with the

But mum’s the word! The details of this

lenge is still faced today by the master

brand and the eponymous exclusive

unique knowledge will remain secret.

chocolate makers working in Kilchberg.

manufacturing process. Rodolphe Lindt

1

Sociétés Lindt & Sprüngli with production sites in Switzerland, Germany, France, Italy, the United States, and Austria; Sociétés Lindt & Sprüngli in England, Poland,
Spain, Canada, Australia, Sweden, Mexico, Hong Kong and the Czech Republic. Independent Lindt & Sprüngli distributors’ networks throughout the world.
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MADAGASCAR
TROPICAL BEANS FOR NORTHERN DELIGHTS

BY DIDIER SCHMUTZ

C

ocoa from the plantations of northern

Sambirano region on the northwestern part

3,600 m2 of abandoned warehouses. On the

Madagascar is some of the best in the

of the main island.

outside, the remains of what must have been

world and some of the most sought-after by

Lettres du Brassus invites you to take a

a beautiful tropical garden recall a more glori-

high-end chocolatiers. So it is not surprising

trip. Let’s go and meet these small farmers,

ous past; the present is given over to disorder

that these beans are found in the composi-

who are often at the mercy of world trade’s

and to the anarchy of the brush that is grad-

tions dreamed up by Lindt & Sprüngli’s mas-

ups and downs, as witnessed by the disaster

ually reclaiming the space. Inside, the coffee

ter chocolate makers – in the Excellence

they experienced with coffee. Fortunately,

roasters are rusting. A little farther on, the

collection, for example, which includes a

cocoa is a completely different story. Let’s

graders, where the freshly roasted coffee was

“Madagascar” bar that is 70% cocoa, deli-

hear the sad tale first.

sieved before being pulled off into the silos,

cately accented with a hint of vanilla, another

“Here lies Cafema. Factory for sale.” The

lie still. As a last sign of life, there are still bags

high-quality product from Madagascar. The

epitaph is unambiguous. Once a flourishing

and rolls of labels on the packaging machine,

cocoa beans used for this creation, highly

coffee-processing facility, Cafema is now only

seemingly ready to go again, as if operations

prized by consumers, come straight from the

a decaying structure left to its fate, with

were about to resume after a lunch break.
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Mauro, an Italian community assistance

Antananarivo spent more on extravagances

worker who has been here for twenty years,

than on parts. He also lets drop the word

has a sober – not to say resigned – commen-

“privatisation,” so dear to the high priests of

tary on this spectacle. “It’s completely surreal,

liberalism who lay down their law from with-

as if a mouse were dying of hunger in a ware-

in the World Trade Organisation (WTO). That

house full of cheese! There are coffee trees all

was all it took to bring Cafema down and

around us and here everything is in a state of

reduce hundreds of families to poverty. Like

neglect.” As a good Italian, Mauro dreams of

so many others, Mr. Didier is out of a job.

getting this factory running again, in the con-

And unemployment is a very strong word in

text of fair trade with trustworthy investors.

a country that has no unemployment bene-

Mr. Didier, the last director of Cafema,

fits. The former director gets by as best he

tells how the company met its demise in

can, acting as an agent for several non-gov-

1994. He mentions international competi-

ernmental organisations that work on the

tion and wear and tear on the equipment,

island. And the workers? They will have to

which could not be replaced due to lack

manage as best they can. And the farmers?

of resources. The ill-advised or ill-intentio-

They no longer harvest coffee, no buyers

ned managers in the faraway capital of

want it.
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FARMERS IN ACTION

Florian Noviasy’s vision of development is
very close to the idea of free trade enter-

Let us now turn our eyes away from this

tained by Mauro. Is this just a utopian

painful picture and move on to the good

dream? No, since European cocoa importers

news. Let us talk about renewal, because

are declaring their readiness to support

better prospects do indeed exist. The small

development efforts by this first link in

farmers are facing up to the changing

the production chain. Such is the case,

economic environment with determination.

for example, with Ecom Agroindustrial

They are organising with support from

Corporation Ltd., a company headquar-

European organisations such as AFDI [French

tered in Pully, in the French-speaking part

Farmers for International Development].

of Switzerland. It has operations on every

And they have an ace up their sleeve: cocoa.

continent involving coffee, cocoa and cot-

In Ambanja, we met Florian Noviasy,

ton trading, is the leading cocoa importer

the energetic president of ADAPS [the

in the United States, and supplies the main

Sambirano Association for the Develop-

multinational companies.

ment of Agriculture and Small Farmers].
(Sambirano is a district in the Diego

A SOUGHT-AFTER LABEL

province; Ambanja is its capital.) He is the
one responsible for bringing together the

Cocoa is a real opportunity for the farmers

farmers of this mainly agricultural region.

of northwestern Madagascar. Madagascar’s

Of the district’s 23 municipalities, 15 have

cocoa recently earned the “cocoa fun” label

already started cooperatives and joined

awarded by the London-based International

ADAPS, with goals ranging from protecting

Cocoa Organisation. This classification is

the environment to developing food crops

based on chemical tests that determine the

(cassava, sweet potatoes and corn) and cash

acidity of the product, which is also taste-

crops such as cocoa, vanilla, pepper and

tested by professionals from around the

cashew nuts.

world.
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Though Madagascar’s production is very

the final users, and are making technical and

low (about 5,000 metric tons), it is highly

financial commitments to help the coopera-

sought-after. It is unique on the market in

tives take the road to sustainable produc-

that it has freed itself from the bonds of

tion. The same philosophy is found at Lindt

world prices, and the price per metric ton

& Sprüngli, which is involved in projects

(2,500 euros) is double that of cocoa from

touching on social, economic and ecological

the Ivory Coast (1,300 euros).

aspects. The Swiss company also supports

Unlike the price of cocoa from other producing countries, that of Madagascar’s pro-

universities that are working on agronomic
improvements for the plantations.

duct is not negotiated and does not fluctu-

Mathieu Vidal, then the head of Ecom

ate on the exchange. Thanks to the cocoa’s

purchasing for Africa, met with Florian

sensory qualities, it has a typical aroma and

Noviasy while in Ambanja. “I wanted to

taste that are very desirable to chocolate

meet parties involved in the cocoa industry.

makers. The success of Madagascar’s cocoa

Our company is rather involved in fair trade

also arises from its exotic side: the very name

and we have several initiatives going along

“Madagascar” makes one dream, and

that line. We are looking for cocoa pro-

therefore is a selling point from a marketing

duced under sustainable social, economic

perspective. In addition, the island has

and environmental conditions. In this con-

organically certified plantations, which are

text, we are working with some planters’

still rare.

cooperatives that have the ability to process

So there are many advantages, which

and send the raw material to the FOB (free

give much reason to hope provided that

on board) point, which implies that the

the industry works its way up by imple-

cooperative itself is an exporter. It is in our

menting sustainability standards for

interest to defend the interests of the co-

producing quality cocoa that is traceable

operatives.” The same story is told in

and certifiable, with specifications for

Kilchberg, where the talk is of a “win-win”

the rules of production. In Europe, large

situation, meaning that, from production to

importers such as Ecom are acting as

processing, there is something in it for

liaisons between the cooperatives and

everyone. Mathieu Vidal feels that ADAPS’
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work is more than positive: “It is important
for the development begun by the association to be done in partnership with an
international trader, ideally a chocolate
maker. It has to get beyond the institutional level of the NGOs. If I had a word of
advice for Mr. Noviasy, it would be to
include a final user in their project, a trader
or chocolate maker. We would be very
inclined to participate with ADAPS in a joint
project: this is a talking point we can leave
open.” The message is clear.
The story, which started badly with the
demise of Cafema, has a happy ending
thanks to cocoa.
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SHORT TAKES FROM THE BLANCPAIN NEWS WIRE
BLANCPAIN MARKS ITS NINTH YEAR AT THE MONACO YACHT SHOW

not only fascinating details about undersea
life, but respect for the ocean’s fragile eco-

Blancpain’s affiliation with the Monaco Yacht

system.

Show has always gone beyond the prestige

This year Blancpain’s presence at Monaco

and glitter that the public associates with the

was aboard the yacht Over the Rainbow.

principality. Charity and the support of

Joining Blancpain’s CEO Marc Hayek and

Monaco’s crusade against muscular dystro-

Vice President Alain Delamuraz on the yacht

phy have been hallmarks of Blancpain’s

were H.S.H. Prince Albert II of Monaco and

close association as a sponsor over the

world free diving champions Gianluca

past nine years. A new dimension was

Genoni, and Pierre Frolla.

added this September, a sponsorship

As it has done for nearly a decade,

aimed at youth education and develop-

Blancpain creates a special limited edition

ing better awareness of marine flora and

timepiece in honour of Monaco which is

fauna for future generations.

unveiled at the show. This year’s Monaco

At the 2008 show, which took place

Yacht Show wristwatch is based on the Fifty

September 24th-27th, Blancpain announced

Fathoms Flyback Chronograph, done in a

that it will sponsor 50 young students for a

white colour motif, with a white dial, bezel

diving program conducted by l’Ecole Bleue.

and strap. This limited edition of but

Headed by world champion free diver Pierre

20 pieces marks the first time that Blancpain

Frolla, l’Ecole Bleue is dedicated to teaching

has created a white-themed Fifty Fathoms.

Left to right: Luc Pettavino, H.S.H. Prince Albert II, Alain Delamuraz, Marc A. Hayek, Pierre Frolla and Gianluca Genoni.
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Chronograph. This stainless steel timepiece
houses Blancpain’s legendary hand finished
column wheel chronograph movement
which, together with its special winding
rotor in the form of a nautilus snail, is visible
through the clear caseback. Further distinguishing the Monaco Yacht Show edition
and tying it to the principality is the image of
The ”Over The Rainbow“. Right, H.S.H. Prince Albert II.

the Monaco flag on the dial.

A NEW FIFTY FATHOMS DEBUTS IN CANNES

to the original model of a half century earlier
– black dial and bezel with white markings,

This year marks Blancpain’s fourth appear-

year’s launch was dedicated to the Fifty

steel case, antimagnetic shielding and

ance at the Festival de Plaisance boat show in

Fathoms in its purposeful diving garb faithful

black sailcloth strap – this year’s timepiece

Cannes and, demonstrating the

brimmed with exuberance. The Cannes

importance of this show, for the

watch of 2008 is a white Fifty Fathoms fea-

past two years Blancpain has cele-

turing a white dial, white bezel and white

brated the occasion with the

sailcloth strap. In contrast with the classic

launch of an important timepiece.

Fifty Fathoms which, by reason of its anti-

Last year at Cannes, Blancpain

magnetic shielding, is fitted with a closed

staged the worldwide debut of

caseback, the Cannes timepiece offers a clear

the first production pieces of the

caseback allowing view of the calibre 1315

new Fifty Fathoms, selling out

three mainspring barrel automatic move-

the first thirty serial numbers of

ment, sporting a unique winding rotor in the

the reborn legend which were

form of a ship’s wheel.

brought to the show. This year

The Cannes Fifty Fathoms, exclusively in a

also witnessed the lifting of the

45 mm stainless steel case, is guaranteed to

curtain on a special limited edi-

be a genuine rarity. It is a limited edition with

tion Fifty Fathoms. Whereas last

only 20 pieces to be produced worldwide.

SHORT TAKES FROM THE BLANCPAIN NEWS WIRE
BLANCPAIN’S ELEVENTH BOUTIQUE AND SECOND IN SWITZERLAND
In cities around the world – Paris, Munich,
Tokyo, Shanghai, Macau, New York, Cannes,
Hong Kong – Blancpain boutiques have been
a Swiss oasis of sorts. With interiors bathed in
hand finished woods evoking the feel of the
Le Brassus workshops where Blancpain watches are created respecting the finest traditions
of craftsmanship, the boutiques capture the
spirit of Blancpain and its values; they import
Switzerland and the Vallée de Joux to every
city where they are located.
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